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Abstract

In recent years, online social network services (OSNs) have gained wide adoption

and become one of the major platforms for social interactions, such as building up

relationship, sharing personal experiences, and providing other services. A huge

number of users spend a large amount of their time in online social network sites,

such as Facebook, Twitter, Google+, etc. These sites allow the users to express

themselves by creating their personal profile pages online. On the profile pages, the

users can publish various personal information such as name, age, current location,

activity, photos, etc. Sharing the personal information can motivate the interaction

among the users and their friends. However, the personal information shared by

users in OSNs can disclose the private information about these users and cause

privacy and security issues. This dissertation focuses on investigating the leakage

of privacy and the disclosure of face biometrics due to sharing personal information

in OSNs.

The first work in this dissertation investigates the effectiveness of privacy con-

trol mechanisms against privacy leakage from the perspective of information flow.

These privacy control mechanisms have been deployed in popular OSNs for users

to determine who can view their personal information. Our analysis reveals that the

existing privacy control mechanisms do not protect the flow of personal information

effectively. By examining representative OSNs including Facebook, Google+, and

Twitter, we discover a series of privacy exploits. We find that most of these exploits

are inherent due to the conflicts between privacy control and OSN functionalities.

The conflicts reveal that the effectiveness of privacy control may not be guaranteed

as most OSN users expect. We provide remedies for OSN users to mitigate the



risk of involuntary information leakage in OSNs. Finally, we discuss the costs and

implications of resolving the privacy exploits.

In addition to the privacy leakage, sharing personal information in OSNs can

disclose users’ face biometrics and compromise the security of systems, such as

face authentication, which rely on the face biometrics. In the second work, we in-

vestigate the threats against real-world face authentication systems due to the face

biometrics disclosed in OSNs. We make the first attempt to quantitatively mea-

sure the threat of OSN-based facial disclosure (OSNFD). We examine real-world

face-authentication systems designed for both smartphones, tablets, and laptops.

Interestingly, our results find that the percentage of vulnerable images that can be

used for spoofing attacks is moderate, but the percentage of vulnerable users that are

subject to spoofing attacks is high. The difference between the face authentication

systems designed for smartphones/tablets and laptops is also significant. In our user

study, the average percentage of vulnerable users is 64% for laptop-based systems,

and 93% for smartphone/tablet-based systems. This evidence suggests that face

authentication may not be suitable to use as an authentication factor, as its confiden-

tiality has been significantly compromised due to OSNFD. In order to understand

more detailed characteristics of OSNFD, we further develop a risk estimation tool

based on logistic regression to extract key attributes affecting the success rate of

spoofing attacks. The OSN users can use this tool to calculate risk scores for their

shared images so as to increase their awareness of OSNFD.

This dissertation makes contributions on understanding the potential risks of

private information disclosure in OSNs. On one hand, we analyze the underlying

reasons which make the privacy control deployed in OSNs vulnerable against pri-

vacy leakage. On the other hand, we reveal that the face biometrics can be disclosed

in OSNs and compromise the security of face authentication systems.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Online Social Network Services (OSNs) is a platform for social interactions, such

as building up relationship, sharing personal experiences, and providing other ser-

vices. A typical OSN consists of each user’s profile, his/her social links, and various

additional services. Early OSNs, such as Classmate.com [17], simply brought users

together in chatting rooms and encouraged them to share their information via per-

sonal webpages. Then new generation of OSNs has begun to flourish since 2000.

These new OSNs develop more advanced features for users to find and manage

friends, and share information. Now Facebook [21], Google+ [26], Twitter [68],

and LinkedIn [50] have become the largest OSNs in the world.

About 82% online population use at least one OSN such as Facebook, Google+,

Twitter, etc [5]. Via OSNs, massive amount of personal data, such as personal im-

ages and interests, is published online and accessed by users from all over the world.

According to a recent report by Facebook, averages 350 million personal images are

published by users on Facebook every day. The wide adoption of OSNs raises con-

cerns about private information disclosure due to personal data shared online. The

disclosure of the private information poses threats to privacy and security and may

eventually cause severe impact on people’s daily life, such as breaking relationship,

losing job, and resulting public embarrassment [9, 12].

As OSNs become a landmine for privacy and security issues, the debate on
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these issues has been opened for over a decade. Prior research shows that the

information disclosed in OSNs can leak user privacy and threaten security sys-

tems [80, 41, 14, 7, 3, 31]. For example, seemingly harmless data, such as per-

sonal interests and shopping patterns, could leak sensitive private information in-

cluding sexual preference [36]. To prevent information disclosure, privacy control

mechanisms are deployed by OSNs to allow users to control who can access their

information. Also, significant research efforts have been made to improve security

and usability of the privacy control [11, 73, 76, 24]. However, the private informa-

tion can still be disclosed even if privacy control mechanisms are properly deployed

and configured. This raises questions why privacy control is vulnerable against the

information disclosure in OSNs and what potential threats can be caused by the

information disclosure.

This dissertation investigates the effectiveness of privacy control against infor-

mation disclosure in OSNs and the threat of OSN-based face biometric disclosure.

We first analyze the underline reasons that make the privacy control in OSNs vul-

nerable to the information disclosure, and then study the OSN-based face biometric

disclosure threat against real-world face authentication systems.

1.1 Analyzing OSN-based Privacy Leakage

The first work in this dissertation reveals the underlying reasons that make the pri-

vacy control vulnerable against privacy leakage. As online Social Network ser-

vices (OSNs) become an essential element in modern life for human beings to stay

connected to each other, people are publishing various personal data and exchang-

ing information with their friends in OSNs. Although most OSNs deploy privacy

control mechanisms to prevent unauthorized access to the personal data, it is still

possible to infer such data from publicly shared information as shown in prior re-

search [80, 41, 14, 7]. Thus it raises a question how effective the existing privacy

control mechanisms are against privacy leakage in OSNs.
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To answer the above question, we investigate the problem of privacy leakage un-

der privacy control (PLPC). PLPC refers to private information leakage even when

privacy rules are properly configured and enforced. Instead of focusing on new at-

tacks, we analyze the underlying reasons that make privacy control vulnerable from

the perspective of information flow. Based on the analysis, we inspect represen-

tative real-world OSNs including Facebook, Google+, and Twitter. Our analysis

reveals that the existing privacy control mechanisms do not protect the flow of per-

sonal information effectively. Privacy exploits and their corresponding attacks are

identified in the above OSNs.

According to our analysis, most of the privacy exploits are caused by the con-

flicts between privacy control and essential OSN functionalities. Therefore, the ef-

fectiveness of privacy control may not be guaranteed even if it is technically achiev-

able. We analyze the feasibility of our identified attacks through user study. Sugges-

tions are provided for users to minimize the risk of involuntary information leakage

when sharing private personal information in OSNs. We further discuss the costs

and implications of resolving these privacy exploits.

1.2 Understanding OSN-based Facial Disclosure

As numerous personal data, especially personal images, are being published in

OSNs such as Facebook, Google+, and Instagram, users’ biometrics information,

such as face biometrics, can be disclosed in OSNs. The disclosed face biometrics

can further lead to security issues to the systems relying on the face biometrics, such

as face authentication systems. The second work in this dissertation investigates the

threat of face biometrics disclosure.

The OSN images chosen and published by users usually contain facial images

where the users’ faces can be clearly seen. The large base number indicates that

these shared personal images could become an abundant resource for potential at-

tackers to exploit, which introduces the threat of OSN-based facial disclosure (OS-
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NFD). OSNFD may have a significant impact on the current face authentication sys-

tems which have been widely available on all kinds of consumer-level computing

devices such as smartphones, tablets, and laptops with built-in camera capability.

In this study, we make the first attempt to quantitatively measure the threat of

OSNFD against real-world face authentication systems for smartphones, tablets,

and laptops. Our study collects users’ facial images published in OSNs and uses

them to simulate the spoofing attacks against these systems. Our study indicates

that face authentication may not be suitable to use as an authentication factor. Al-

though the percentage of vulnerable images that can be used for spoofing attacks is

moderate, the percentage of vulnerable users that are subject to spoofing attacks is

high. On average, the percentage of vulnerable users is 64% for laptop-based sys-

tems, and 93% for smartphone/tablet-based systems. OSNFD would compromise

the confidence of face authentication significantly.

In order to understand more detailed characteristics of OSNFD, we propose a

risk estimation tool. The risk estimation tool can help users estimate the risk of

an uploaded image to face authentication and make them aware of the threat of

OSNFD.

1.3 Contributions and Organization

To summarize, the following contributions have been made in this dissertation:

• We investigate the interaction between privacy control and information flow

in OSNs. We show that the conflict between privacy control and essential

OSN functionalities restricts the effectiveness of privacy control in OSNs.

We identify privacy exploits for current privacy control mechanisms in typi-

cal OSNs, including Facebook, Google+, and Twitter. Based on these privacy

exploits, we introduce a series of attacks for adversaries with different capa-

bilities to obtain private personal information. We investigate the necessary
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conditions for protecting against privacy leakage due to the discovered ex-

ploits and attacks. We provide suggestions for users to minimize the risk of

privacy leakage in OSNs. We also analyze the costs and implications of re-

solving discovered exploits. While it is possible to fix the exploits due to

implementation defects, it is not easy to eliminate the inherent exploits due to

the conflicts between privacy control and the functionalities. These conflicts

reveal that the effectiveness of privacy control may not be guaranteed as most

OSN users expect.

• We investigate the threat of OSN-based face disclosure (OSNFD) against face

authentication. Our results suggest that face authentication may not be suit-

able to use as an authentication factor, as its confidentiality has been signifi-

cantly compromised by OSNFD. We make the first attempt to quantitatively

measure the threat of OSNFD by testing real-world face authentication sys-

tems designed for smartphones, tablets, and laptops. We also build a dataset

containing important image attributes that significantly affect the success rate

of spoofing attacks. These attributes are common in real-life photos but rarely

used in prior controlled study on face authentication [16, 30]. We use logis-

tic regression to extract key attributes that affect the success rate of spoofing

attacks. These attributes are further used to develop a risk estimation tool to

help users measure the risk score of uploading images to OSNs.

The reminder of this dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 is a liter-

ature review which examines closely related research on information disclosure in

OSNs. Chapter 3 investigates the OSN-based privacy leakage under privacy control.

Chapter 4 studies the OSN-based facial disclosure threat against face authentication

systems. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the contributions of this dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

Due to wide adoption of OSNs, the privacy and security problems caused by OSNs

have attracted strong interest among researchers. We summarize the closely related

research work from the following aspects: attacks to privacy, privacy settings, ac-

cess control models, face recognition, spoofing attack to face authentication, and

liveness detection.

In OSNs, the users’ privacy leakage is a major concern. The attack techniques

against privacy proposed in prior literature mainly focus on inferring users’ iden-

tity [6] and other personal information [80, 7, 14] from public information shared in

OSNs. Zheleva et al. [80] proposed a classification-based approach to infer users’

undisclosed personal particulars from their social relationships and group informa-

tion which are publicly shared. Chaabane et al. [14] proposed to infer users’ undis-

closed personal particulars from public shared interests and public personal partic-

ulars of other users who have similar interests. Balduzzi et al. [7] utilized email

addresses as unique identifiers to identify and link user profiles across several pop-

ular OSNs. Since users’ information may be shared publicly in an OSN but not be

shared in another OSN, certain hidden information can be revealed by combining

public information collected from different OSNs. The effectiveness of these at-

tacks largely depends on the quality of public information, which can be affected

due to users’ awareness of privacy concerns. As reported in [14], only 18% of Face-
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book users now publicly share their social relationships and 2% of Facebook users

publicly share their dates of birth. Thus it is more realistic to analyze the threats

caused by more powerful adversaries or insiders as in our analysis.

The threat of privacy leakage caused by insiders is also mentioned by John-

son et al. [41]. They investigated users’ privacy concerns on Facebook and dis-

covered that the privacy control mechanisms in existing OSNs help users manage

outsider threats effectively but cannot mitigate insider threats because users often

wrongly include inappropriate audiences as members of their friend network. Wang

et al. [73] analyzed reasons why users wrongly configure privacy settings and pro-

vided suggestions for users to avoid such mistakes. To help users handle complex

privacy policy management, Cheek et al. [15] proposed two approaches using clus-

tering techniques to assist users in grouping friends and setting appropriate privacy

rules. However, as shown in our work, privacy leakage could still happen even if a

user correctly configures his privacy settings due to the exploits caused by inherent

conflicts between privacy control and OSN functionalities.

Some researchers addressed the privacy control problem in traditional access

control modeling. Several models [24, 11] are established to provide more flexible

and fine-grained control so as to increase the expressive power of privacy control

models. Nevertheless, this is not sufficient to guarantee effective privacy protection.

From our analysis on information flows, OSN functionalities may be affected by

privacy control. On the other hand, a more complex privacy control model increases

users’ burden on configuring privacy rules.

One of the exploits found in our work (Exploit 5) is also mentioned in previ-

ous research on resolving privacy conflicts in collaborative data sharing. Wishart

et al. [76] and Hu et al. [37] analyzed co-owned information disclosure due to con-

flicts of privacy rules set by multiple owners. They also introduced a negotiation

mechanism to seek a balance between the risk of privacy leakage and the benefit

of data sharing. Compared to them, our work investigates a broader range of pri-

vacy threats in OSNs, discovers the underlying conflicts between privacy control
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and social/business values of OSNs, and analyzes the difficulty in resolving these

conflicts, which have not been addressed in previous works.

Besides privacy leakage, the security problems caused by OSNs become an-

other concern, among which the disclosure of face biometrics is a typical example

and may significantly threaten face authentication systems. In face authentication,

face recognition is a core module for matching the face biometrics. Holistic ap-

proaches and local landmark based approaches are the two major types of popular

face recognition algorithms [1, 79]. The holistic approaches, such as PCA-based

algorithms and LDA-based algorithms, use the whole face region as input. Lo-

cal landmark based approaches extract local facial landmarks such as eyes, nose,

mouth, etc and feed locations and local statistics of these local facial landmarks

into a structure classifier. As an important application of face recognition, face

authentication validates a claimed identity based on comparison between a facial

image and an enrolled facial image and determines either accepting or rejecting the

claimed identity [53]. Trewin et al. [67] show that the face authentication is faster

and causes lower interruption of user memory recall task than voice, gesture, and

typical password entry. Another advantage of face authentication is that it provides

stronger defense against repudiation than token based authentication and password

based authentication [55]. Besides face authentication, face identification is another

application of face recognition, which compare a facial image with multiple regis-

tered users and identifies the user in the facial images. The face identification can

cause privacy leakage in OSNs due to the identifiable personal images published

in OSNs [3, 29]. Compared to their work, our study focuses on investigating the

impact of the shared personal images that can be used to attack face authentication

systems.

It is a well-known fact that face authentication is subject to spoofing attacks. An

attacker can pass the authentication by displaying images or videos of a legitimate

user in hard copy or on the screen [8]. But it is generally believed sufficiently

secure as an authentication factor for common access protection, as an adversary
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usually has to be physically proximate to a victim in order to collected required

face biometrics. Our findings indicate that this belief is not valid as the emergence

of OSNFD. Face biometrics can now be disclosed in large scale and acquired by a

remote adversary.

Liveness detection is the major countermeasure designed to mitigate the risk

of spoofing attacks. Interaction based approach, multi-modal based approach, and

motion based approach are three popular types of liveness detection [56, 42, 4].

Interaction based approaches require real-time responses from claimants, includ-

ing eye blink, head rotation, facial expression, etc. However, these approaches

can be bypassed with one or two images [59]. Multi-modal based approaches take

face biometric and other biometrics into consideration together such as voice, facial

thermogram, etc [56]. The multi-modal based approaches require additional hard-

ware and specific environment. Motion based approaches are based on the detec-

tion of involuntary motions of a 3D face, such as involuntary rotation of head [42].

The approaches require high quality images captured with ideal lighting condition.

Compared to these approaches, our estimation tool addresses this problem from a

different perspective. Since OSNFD significantly compromise the confidentiality

of face authentication, our tool is designed to increase the users’ awareness before

they publish their personal images so as to reduce the number of exploitable images

available to an adversary.
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Chapter 3

Analyzing Privacy Leakage under

Privacy Control in Online Social

Networks

3.1 Introduction

This chapter investigates the effectiveness of privacy control mechanisms against

privacy leakage in online social networks. According to a recent report, about

82% online population use at least one OSN such as Facebook, Google+, Twit-

ter, and LinkedIn, which facilitates building relationship, sharing personal experi-

ences, and providing other services [5]. Via OSNs, massive amount of personal

data is published online and accessed by users from all over the world. Prior re-

search [80, 41, 14, 7] shows that it is possible to infer undisclosed personal data

from publicly shared information. Nonetheless, the availability and quality of the

public data causing privacy leakage are decreasing due to the following reasons: 1)

privacy control mechanisms have become the standard feature of OSNs and keep

evolving. 2) the percentage of users who choose not to publicly share information

is also increasing [14]. In this tendency, it seems that privacy leakage could be

prevented as increasingly comprehensive privacy control is in place. However, this
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may not be achievable according to our findings.

Instead of focusing on new attacks, we investigate the problem of privacy leak-

age under privacy control (PLPC). PLPC refers to private information leakage even

if privacy rules are properly configured and enforced. For example, Facebook al-

lows its users to control over who can view their friend lists on Facebook. Alice,

who has Bob in her friend list on Facebook, may not allow Bob to view her com-

plete friend list. As an essential functionality, Facebook recommends to Bob a list

of users, called “people you may know”, to help Bob make more friends. This list is

usually compiled by enumerating the friends of Bob’s friends on Facebook, which

includes Alice’s friends. Even though Alice doesn’t allow Bob to view her friend

list, Alice’s friend list could be leaked as recommendation to Bob by Facebook.

We investigate the underlying reasons that make privacy control vulnerable from

the perspective of information flow. We start with categorizing the personal infor-

mation of an OSN user into three attribute sets according to who the user is, whom

the user knows, and what the user does, respectively. We model the information

flow between these attribute sets and examine the functionalities which control the

flow. We inspect representative real-world OSNs including Facebook, Google+, and

Twitter, where privacy exploits and their corresponding attacks are identified.

Our analysis reveals that most of the privacy exploits are inherent due to the

underlying conflicts between privacy control and essential OSN functionalities. The

recommendation feature for social relationship is a typical example, where it helps

expanding a user’s social network but it may also conflict with other users’ privacy

concerns for hiding their social relationships. Therefore, the effectiveness of privacy

control may not be guaranteed even if it is technically achievable. We investigate

necessary conditions for protecting against privacy leakage due to the discovered

exploits and attacks. Based on the necessary conditions, we provide suggestions for

users to minimize the risk of involuntary information leakage when sharing private

personal information in OSNs.

We analyze the feasibility of our identified attacks through user study, in which
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we investigate participants’ usage, knowledge, and privacy attitudes towards Face-

book, Google+, and Twitter. Based on the collected data, we evaluate the feasibility

of leaking the private information of these participants. We further discuss the costs

and implications of resolving these privacy exploits.

We summarize the contributions of this paper as follows:

• We investigate the interaction between privacy control and information flow

in OSNs. We show that the conflict between privacy control and essential

OSN functionalities restricts the effectiveness of privacy control in OSNs.

• We identify privacy exploits for current privacy control mechanisms in typi-

cal OSNs, including Facebook, Google+, and Twitter. Based on these privacy

exploits, we introduce a series of attacks for adversaries with different capa-

bilities to obtain private personal information.

• We investigate necessary conditions for protecting against privacy leakage

due to the discovered exploits and attacks. We provide suggestions for users to

minimize the risk of privacy leakage in OSNs. We also analyze the costs and

implications of resolving discovered exploits. While it is possible to fix the

exploits due to implementation defects, it is not easy to eliminate the inherent

exploits due to the conflicts between privacy control and the functionalities.

These conflicts reveal that the effectiveness of privacy control may not be

guaranteed as most OSN users expect.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 3.2 provides background

information about OSNs. Section 3.3 presents our threat model and assumptions.

Section 3.4 models information flows between attribute sets in OSNs. Section 3.5

presents discovered exploits, attacks, and mitigations for the exploits. Section 3.6

analyzes the feasibility of the attacks. Section 3.7 discusses the implications of our

findings.
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3.2 Background

In a typical OSN, Alice owns a space which consists of a profile page and a feed

page for publishing Alice’s personal information and receiving other users’ per-

sonal information, respectively. Alice’s profile page displays Alice’s personal in-

formation, which can be viewed by others. Alice’s feed page displays other users’

personal information which Alice would like to keep up with. The personal in-

formation in a user’s profile page can be categorized into three attribute sets: a)

personal particular set (PP set), b) social relationship set (SR set), and c) social ac-

tivity set (SA set), according to who the user is, whom the user interact with, and

what the user does, respectively. We show corresponding personal information and

attribute sets on Facebook, Google+, and Twitter in Table 3.1.

Alice’s PP set describes persistent facts about Alice in an OSN, such as gender,

date of birth, and race, which usually do not change frequently. Alice’s SR set

records her social relationships in an OSN, which consist of an incoming list and

an outgoing list. The incoming list consists of the users who include Alice as their

friends while the outgoing list consists of the users whom Alice includes as her

friends. In particular, on Google+, the incoming list and the outgoing list correspond

to “have you in circles” and “your circles”, respectively. On Twitter, the incoming

list and the outgoing list correspond to “following” and “follower”, respectively.

The social relationships in certain OSNs are mutual. For example, on Facebook,

if Alice is a friend of Bob, Bob is also a friend of Alice. In such a case, a user’s

incoming list and outgoing list are the same, which are called friend list. Lastly,

Alice’s SA set describes Alice’s social activities in her daily life. The SA set includes

status messages, photos, links, videos, etc.

To enable users protect their personal information in the three attribute sets, most

OSNs provide privacy control, by which users may set up certain privacy rules

to control the disclosure of their personal information. Given a piece of personal

information, the privacy rules specify who can/cannot view the information. A
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privacy rule usually contains two types of lists, white list, and black list. A white

list specifies who can view the information while a black list specifies who cannot

view the information. A white/black list could be local or global. If a white/black

list is local, this list takes effect on specific information only (e.g. an activity, age

information, or gender information). If a white/black list is global, this list takes

effect on all information in a user’s profile page. For example, if Alice wants to

share a status with all her friends except Bob, Alice may use a local white list which

includes all Alice’s friends, as well as a local black list which includes Bob only. If

Alice doesn’t want to share any information with Bob, she may use a global black

list which includes Bob.

To help users share their personal information and interact with each other, most

OSNs provide four basic functionalities including PUB, REC, TAG, and PUSH. The

first three functionalities, PUB, REC, and TAG, mainly affect the personal informa-

tion displayed in a user’s profile page, while the last functionality PUSH makes

some other users’ personal information appear in the user’s feed page. These basic

functionalities are described as follows. We exclude any other functionalities which

are not relevant to our findings.

Alice can use PUB functionality to share her personal information with other

users. As shown in Figure 3.1(a), PUB displays Alice’s personal information in her

profile page. Other users may view Alice’s personal information in Alice’s profile

page.

To help Alice make more friends in an OSN, REC is an essential functionality by

which the OSN recommends to Alice a list of users that Alice may include in her SR

set. The list of recommended users is composed based on the social relationships of

the users in Alice’s SR set. Considering an example shown in Figure 3.1(b), Alice’s

SR set consists of Bob while Bob’s SR set consists of Alice, Carl, Derek, and Eliza.

After Alice logs into her space, REC automatically recommends Carl, Derek, and

Eliza to Alice who may update her SR set. If Alice intends to include Carl in her

SR set, Alice may need Carl’s approval depending on OSN implementations. Upon
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Table 3.1: Types of Personal Information on Facebook, Google+, and Twitter
Acronym Attribute set Facebook Google+ Twitter

PP Personal Par-
ticulars

Current city,
hometown,
sex, birthday,
relation-
ship status,
employer,
college/uni-
versity, high
school, reli-
gion, political
views, mu-
sic, books,
movies,
emails, ad-
dress, city,
zip

Taglines, in-
troduction,
bragging
rights, oc-
cupation,
employment,
education,
places lived,
home phone,
relationship,
gender

Name, lo-
cation, bio,
website

SR Social Re-
lationship
(incoming list,
outgoing list)

Friends,
friends

Have you in
circles, your
circles

Following,
follower

SA Social Activi-
ties

Status mes-
sage, photo,
link, video,
comments,
like

Post, photo,
comments,
link, video,
plus 1’s

Tweets

approval if needed, Alice can include Carl in her SR set. At the same time, Alice is

automatically included in Carl’s SR set. In particular, on Facebook, if Alice intends

to include Carl in her SR set, Alice needs to get Carl’s approval. Upon approval,

Alice includes Carl in her friend list. Meanwhile, Facebook automatically includes

Alice in Carl’s friend list. On Google+, Alice can include Carl in her outgoing

list without Carl’s approval. Then Google+ automatically includes Alice in Carl’s

incoming list. On Twitter, if Alice intends to include Carl in her SR set, Alice may

need Carl’s approval depending on Carl’ option whether his approval is required.

Upon approval if required, Alice includes Carl in her incoming list. Then Twitter

includes Alice in Carl’s outgoing list automatically.

To motivate users’ interactions, TAG functionality allows a user to mention an-
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(a) Alice publishes her personal information

(b) Bob’s social relationships are recommended to Alice

(c) Alice tags Bob in her social activity

(d) Bob’s personal information is pushed to Alice’s feed page when Bob publishes his personal infor-
mation

Figure 3.1: Basic functionalities in OSNs

other user’s name in his/her social activities when the user publishes social activities

in his/her profile page. In Figure 3.1(c), when Alice publishes a social activity in

her profile page, she can mention Bob in the social activity via TAG, which provides

a link to Bob’s profile page (shown as a HTML hyperlink).
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For the convenience of keeping up with the personal information published by

other users, OSNs provides feed page for users. Considering an example in which

Alice intends to keep up with Bob, Alice can subscribe to Bob, and Alice is called

Bob’s subscriber. As Bob’s subscriber, Alice is included in Bob’s SR set. In partic-

ular, on Facebook, a user’s subscribers are usually his/her “friends”. On Google+,

a user’s subscribers are usually the users in his/her outgoing list, i.e. “your cir-

cles”. On Twitter, a user’s subscribers are usually the users in his/her incoming list,

i.e. “follower”. Figure 3.1(d) shows that when Bob updates his personal informa-

tion via PUB and allows Alice to view the updated personal information, a copy of

the updated personal information is automatically pushed to Alice’s feed page via

PUSH. Then, Alice can view Bob’s updated personal information both in her feed

page and in Bob’s profile page.

3.3 Threat Model

The problem of PLPC investigates privacy leakage in a system where privacy con-

trol is enforced. Given a privacy control mechanism, PLPC examines whether a

user’s private personal information is leaked even if the user properly configures

privacy rules to protect the corresponding information.

The problem of PLPC in OSNs involves two parties, distributor and receiver.

A user who publishes and shares his/her personal information is a distributor while

the user whom the personal information is shared with is a receiver. An adversary

is a receiver who intends to learn a distributor’s information that is not shared with

him. Correspondingly, the target distributor is referred to as victim.

Prior research [80, 14, 7] mainly focuses the inference of undisclosed user in-

formation from their publicly shared information. Since the effectiveness of these

inference techniques will be hampered by increasing user awareness of privacy con-

cern [14], we further include insiders in our analysis. The adversaries have the in-

centive to register as OSN users so that they may directly access a victim’s private
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personal information or infer the victim’s private personal information from other

users connected with the victim in OSNs.

The capabilities of an adversary can be characterized according to two factors.

The first factor is the distance between adversary and victim. According to privacy

rules available in existing OSNs, a distributor usually chooses specific receivers

to share her information based on the distance between the distributor and the re-

ceivers. Therefore, we classify an adversary’s capability based on his distance to

a victim. Considering the social network as a directed graph, the distance between

two users can be measured by the number of hops in the shortest connected path be-

tween the two users. An n-hop adversary can be defined such that the length of the

shortest connected path from victim to adversary is n hops. We consider the follow-

ing three types of adversaries in our discussion, 1-hop adversary, 2-hop adversary,

and k-hop adversary, where k > 2. On Facebook, they correspond to Friend-only,

Friend-of-Friend, and Public, respectively. On Google+, they correspond to Your-

circles, Extended-circles, and Public, respectively. For ease of readability, we use

friend, friend of friend, and stranger to represent 1-hop adversary, 2-hop adversary,

and k-hop adversary (where k > 2) adversaries respectively: 1) If an adversary is

a friend of a victim, he is stored in the outgoing list in the victim SR set. The ad-

versary can view the victim’s information that is shared with her friends, friends of

friends, or all receivers in an OSN. However, the adversary cannot view the informa-

tion that is not shared with any receivers (e.g. the “only me” option on Facebook).

2) If an adversary is a friend of friend, he can view the victim’s information shared

with her friend-of-friends or all receivers. However, the adversary cannot view any

information that is shared with friends only, or any information that is not shared

with any receivers. 3) If an adversary is a stranger, he can access the victim’s in-

formation that is shared with all receivers. However, the adversary cannot view any

information which is shared with friends of friends and friends.

Besides the above restrictions, an adversary cannot view a victim’s personal

information if the adversary is included in the victim’s black lists (e.g. “except” or
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“block” option on Facebook, and “block” option on Google+).

An adversary may have prior knowledge about a victim. We will specify the

exact requirement of such prior knowledge for different attacks in Section 3.5.

Since a user may use multiple OSNs, it is possible for an adversary to infer the

user’s private data by collecting and analyzing the information shared in different

OSNs. We exclude social engineering attacks where a victim is deceived to disclose

her private information voluntarily. We also exclude privacy leakage caused by

improper privacy settings. These two cases cannot be addressed completely by any

technical measures alone.

3.4 Information Flows Between Attribute Sets in

Profile Pages

In this section, we examine explicit and implicit information flows in OSNs. These

information flows could leak users’ private information to an adversary even after

the users have properly configured the privacy rules to protect their information.

As analyzed in Section 3.2, the personal information shared in a user’s profile

page can be categorized into three attribute sets including PP set, SR set, and SA

set, which are illustrated as circles in Figure 3.2. The attribute sets of multiple users

are connected within an OSN, where personal information may explicitly flow from

a profile page to another profile page via inter-profile functionalities, including REC

(recommending) and TAG (tagging), as represented by solid arrows and rectangles

in Figure 3.2. It is also possible to access a user’s personal information in PP set

and SR set via implicit information flows marked by dashed arrows. The details

about these information flows are described below.

The first explicit flow is caused by REC, as shown in arrow (1) in Figure 3.2.

REC recommends to an OSN user Bob a list of users according to the social rela-

tionships of the users included in Bob’s SR set. Therefore, the undisclosed users
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Attribute Set X

Functionality Y

Profile Page Z

Figure 3.2: Information flows between attribute sets

included in Alice’s SR may be recommended to Bob via REC, if Bob is connected

with Alice.

The second explicit flow caused by TAG is shown in arrow (2) in Figure 3.2. A

typical OSN user may mention the names of other users in a social activity in SA

set in his/her profile page via TAG, which creates explicit links connecting SA sets

within different profile pages.

The third flow is an implicit flow caused by the design of information storage

for SR sets, which is shown in arrow (3) in Figure 3.2. A user’s SR set stores his/her

social relationships as connections. From the perspective of information flow, a

connection is a directional relationship between two users, including a distributor

and his/her 1-hop receiver, i.e., friend. The direction of a connection represents the

direction of information flow. Correspondingly, Alice’s SR set consists of an incom-

ing list and an outgoing list as defined in Section 3.2. For each user ui in Alice’s

incoming list, there is a connection from ui to Alice. For each user uo in Alice’s

outgoing list, there a connection from Alice to uo. Alice can receive information

distributed from the users in her incoming list, and distribute her information to the

users in her outgoing list. Given a connection from Alice to Bob, Bob is included

in the outgoing list in Alice’s SR set. Meanwhile Alice is included in the incoming

list in Bob’s SR set. The social relationships in certain OSNs such as Facebook are
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mutual. Such mutual relationship can be considered as a pair of connections linking

two users with opposite directions, similar to replacing a bidirectional edge with

two equivalent unidirectional edges.

The fourth flow is an implicit flow related to PP set, which is shown as the

arrow (4) in Figure 3.2. Due to the homophily effect [52, 13], a user is more willing

to connect with the users with similar personal particulars compared to other users

with different personal particulars. This tendency can be used to link PP sets of

multiple users. For example, colleagues working in the same department are often

friends with each other on Facebook.

In addition to the above information flows, an OSN user may simultaneously

use multiple OSNs, and thus create other information flows connecting the attribute

sets of the same user across different OSNs.

It is difficult to prevent privacy leakage from all these information flows. A user

may be able to prevent privacy leakage caused by explicit information flows by care-

fully using corresponding functionalities, as these flows are materialized only when

inter-profile functionalities are used. However, it is difficult to avoid privacy leakage

due to implicit information flows, as they are caused by inherent correlations among

the information shared in OSNs. In fact, all these four information flows illustrated

in Figure 3.2 correspond to inherent exploits, which will be analyzed in Section 3.5

and 3.7. The existence of these information flows introduces a large attack surface

for an adversary to access undisclosed personal information if any of these flows is

not properly protected. The existing privacy control mechanisms [11, 24] regarding

data access within a profile page are not sufficient to prevent against privacy leak-

age. However, the full coverage of privacy control may not be feasible as it conflicts

with social/business values of OSNs as analyzed in Section 3.7.

In this paper, we focus on the information flows from the attribute sets in a

profile page to the attribute sets in another profile page, which may lead to privacy

leakage even if users properly configure their privacy rules. There may exist other

exploitable information flows leading to privacy leakage, which are left as our future
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work.

3.5 Exploits, Attacks, And Mitigations

In this section, we analyze the exploits and attacks which may lead to privacy leak-

age in existing OSNs even if privacy controls are enforced. We organize the exploits

and attacks according to their targets, which could be a victim’s PP set, SR set, and

SA set. We also investigate necessary conditions regarding prevention of privacy

leakage due to the identified exploits and attacks. Based on these necessary condi-

tions, we provide suggestions on mitigating the corresponding exploits and attacks.

All of our findings have been verified in real-world settings on Facebook, Google+,

and Twitter1.

3.5.1 PP Set

A user’s PP set describes persistent facts about who the user is. The undisclosed

information in PP set protected by existing privacy control mechanisms can be in-

ferred by the following inherent exploits, namely inferable personal particular and

cross-site incompatibility.

Inferable Personal Particular

Human beings are more likely to interact with others who share the same or sim-

ilar personal particulars (such as race, organization, and education) [52, 13, 36].

This phenomenon is called homophily. Due to homophily [52, 13], users are con-

nected with those who have similar personal particulars at higher rate than with

those who have dissimilar personal particulars. This causes an inherent exploit

named inferable personal particulars, which corresponds to the information flow

shown as dashed arrow (4) in Figure 3.2.

1All of our experiments were conducted from September, 2011 to September, 2012
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Exploit 1: If most of a victim’s friends have common or similar personal particulars

(such as employer information), it could be inferred that the victim may have the

same or similar personal particulars.

An adversary may use Exploit 1 to obtain undisclosed personal particulars in a

victim’s PP set. The following is a typical attack on Facebook.

Attack 1: Considering a scenario on Facebook shown in Figure 3.3, where Bob,

Carl, Derek, and some other users are Alice’s friends, and Bob is a friend of Carl,

Derek, and most of Alice’s friends (Note that in Figure 3.3, a solid arrow connects

from a distributor to a friend of the distributor). Alice publishes her employer in-

formation “XXX Agency” in her PP set and allows Carl and Derek only to view

her employer information. However, most of Alice’s friends may publish their em-

ployer information and allow their friends to view this information due to different

perceptions in privacy protection. In this setting, Bob can collect the employer in-

formation of Alice’s friends and infer that Alice’s employer is “XXX Agency” with

high probability.

Figure 3.3: Alice and most of her friends have common personal particulars (e.g.
employer information)

The above attack works on Facebook, Google+, and Twitter. The attack can

be performed by any adversary who has two types of knowledge. The first type of

knowledge includes a large portion of users stored in the victim’s SR set. The sec-

ond type of knowledge includes the personal particulars of these users. To prevent
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against privacy leakage due to Exploit 1, the following necessary condition should

be satisfied

Necessary Condition 1: Given a subset U = {u1, u2, ..., un} of a victim v’s SR set

in an OSN and personal particular value ppui
(ppui

6= null) of each receiver ui ∈ U

which are obtained by an adversary, there exists at least one personal particular

value pp such that |Upp| ≥ |Uv| and pp 6= ppv where ppv is the victim’s personal

particular value and Upp = {ui|(ui ∈ U) ∧ (ppui
= pp)} and Uv = {uj|(uj ∈

U) ∧ (ppuj
= ppv)}.

Proof. The input of an adversary includes two types of knowledge about a victim: a

subset U = {u1, u2, ..., un} of a victim v’s SR set in an OSN, and personal particular

value ppui
(ppui

6= null) of each receiver ui ∈ U . The adversary may infer the

victim’s personal particular ppv (ppv 6= null) by calculating the common personal

particular value shared by most of the victim’s friends with Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Infer Personal Particular
Require: U = {u1, u2, ..., un}; ppu1 , ppu2 , ..., ppun;
Ensure: ppinfer

1: compute PP = {pp1, pp2, ..., ppm} from ppui
for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}

2: for all j ∈ {1, 2, ...,m} do
3: calculate Uppj ⊆ U such that for all u ∈ Uppj , ppu = ppj
4: end for
5: if there exists Uppt such that |Uppt| > |Upps| for all s ∈ {1, 2, ...,m} and t 6= s

then
6: return personal particular value ppt
7: else
8: return null
9: end if

Given the inputs, if Algorithm 1 returns a value ppinfer which is equal to the

victim’s personal particular ppv, then the victim’s personal particular information is

leaked to the adversary.

To satisfy Necessary Condition 1, the following mitigations are suggested.
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Mitigation 1: If a victim publishes information in her PP set and allows a set of

receivers to view the information, the privacy rules chosen by the victim should be

propagated to all users in the victim’s SR set who have similar or common informa-

tion in their PP sets.

Mitigation 2: A victim should intentionally set up a certain number of connections

with other users who have different personal particulars.

Cross-site incompatibility

If a user publishes personal information in multiple OSNs, she may employ different

privacy control rules provided by different OSNs. This causes an inherent exploit

named cross-site incompatibility.

Exploit 2: Personal information could be inferred in multiple OSNs if it is protected

by incompatible privacy rules in different OSNs.

The incompatibility of privacy rules in different OSNs is due to: 1) inconsistent

privacy rules in different OSNs, 2) different social relationships in different OSNs,

and 3) different privacy control mechanisms in different OSNs (e.g. different pri-

vacy control granularities). Due to Exploit 2, an adversary may obtain a victim’s

personal particulars which are hidden from the adversary in one OSN but are shared

with the adversary in another OSN. The following is an exemplary attack on Face-

book and Google+.

Attack 2: Bob is Alice’s friend on both Google+ and Facebook. On Google+, Al-

ice publishes her gender information in her PP set and shares this information with

some friends but not including Bob. On Facebook, Alice publishes her gender infor-

mation and allows all users to view this information because Facebook allows her

to share it with either all users or no users. Comparing Alice’s personal information

published on Facebook and Google+, Bob is able to know Alice’s gender published

on Facebook which is not supposed to be viewed by Bob on Google+.

Any adversary can perform this attack to infer personal information in a victim’s
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PP set from multiple OSNs. This exploit can also be used to infer undisclosed

information in SR set and SA set. To prevent privacy leakage due to Exploit 2, the

following necessary condition needs to be satisfied.

Necessary Condition 2: Given a set of privacy rules PR = {pr1, pr2, ..., prn} and

pri = (wli, bli) where pri is the privacy rule for a victim’s personal particular

published in OSNi, wli is a set of all receivers in a white list, and bli is a set of all

receivers in a black list for i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, the following condition holds: for any

i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, wli \ bli = wlj \ blj .2

Proof. A victim uses the privacy rules pr1, pr2, ..., prn to protect her personal par-

ticular published in OSN1, OSN2, ..., OSNn respectively where each privacy rule

pri = (wli, bli) contains a white list wli and a black list bli. Assuming there are two

privacy rules prt and prj such that wlt\blt 6= wlj \blj) where t, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., n} and

t 6= j, we have Udiff = (wlt \ blt) \ (wlj \ blj) 6= Ø. If an adversary adv ∈ Udiff ,

then the victim’s personal information is leaked to the adversary although the infor-

mation is supposed to be hidden from the adversary by prj on OSNj .

To satisfy Necessary Condition 2, the following mitigation strategies can be

applied.

Mitigation 3: A victim should share her personal information with the same users

in all OSNs.

Mitigation 4: If different OSNs provide incompatible privacy control on certain

personal information, a victim should choose a privacy rule for this information

under two requirements: 1) the privacy rule can be enforced in all OSNs; 2) the

privacy rule is at least as rigid as the privacy rules which the victim intends to

choose in any OSNs.

2Given a privacy rule pr = {wl, bl} with a white list wl and a black list bl, only the receivers
who are in white list and are not in black list (i.e. any reciever u ∈ wl \ bl ) are allowed to view the
protected information.
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3.5.2 SR Set

A user’s SR set records social relationships regarding whom the user knows. The

undisclosed information in SR set protected by existing privacy control mechanisms

can be inferred by two inherent exploits, namely inferable social relationship and

unregulated relationship recommendation.

Inferable Social Relationship

OSNs provide SR set for a user to store the lists of the users who have connections

with him/her. If there exists a connection from Alice to Carl, then Carl is recorded

in the outgoing list in Alice’s SR set while Alice is recorded in the incoming list

in Carl’s SR set. The connection between Alice and Carl is stored in both Alice’s

SR set and Carl’s SR set. This causes an inherent exploit named inferable social

relationship, which corresponds to the information flow shown as dashed arrow (3)

in Figure 3.2.

Exploit 3: Each social relationship in a victim’s SR set indicates a connection

between the victim and another user u. User u’s SR set also stores a copy of this

relationship for the same connection. The social relationship in the victim’s SR set

can be inferred from the SR set of another user who is in the victim’s SR set.

An adversary may use Exploit 3 to obtain undisclosed social relationships in a

victim’s SR set, which is shown in the following exemplary attack on Facebook.

Attack 3: Figure 3.4 shows a scenario on Facebook, where Bob is a stranger to

Alice, and Carl is Alice’s friend. Alice shares her SR set with a user group including

Carl. Bob guesses Carl may be connected with Alice, but cannot confirm this by

viewing Alice’s SR set as it is protected against him (who is a stranger to Alice).

However, Carl shares his SR set to the public due to different concerns in privacy

protection. Seeing Alice in Carl’s SR set, Bob infers that Carl is Alice’s friend.

Although the adversary is assumed to be a stranger in the above attack, any

adversary with stronger capabilities can utilize Exploit 3 to perform the attack as
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Figure 3.4: Alice’s social relationships flow to Carl’s SR set

long as he has two types of knowledge: 1) a list of users in the victim’s SR set; 2)

social relationships in these users’ SR sets. This attack could be a stepping stone for

an adversary to infiltrate a victim’s social network. Once the adversary discovers a

victim’s friends and establishes connections with them, he becomes a friend of the

victim’s friends. After that, he has a higher probability to be accepted as the victim’s

friend, as they have common friends [75]. To prevent privacy leakage caused by

Exploit 3, the following necessary condition should be satisfied.

Necessary Condition 3: Given a victim v’s privacy rule prv = (wlv, blv) for her

SR set, a set of all users U = {u1, u2, ..., un} included in the victim’s SR set in an

OSN, and a set of privacy rules PR = {pr1, pr2, ..., prn} where each pri = (wli, bli)

is the privacy rule for ui’s SR set with white list wli and black list bli, the following

condition holds: for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, wli \ bli ⊆ wlv \ blv.

Proof. A victim v sets the privacy rule prv = (wlv, blv) for her SR set with white list

wlv and black list blv. The victim’s SR includes a set of users U = {u1, u2, ..., un}.

Each user ui sets the privacy rule pri = (wli, bli) for his/her SR set with white list

wli and black list bli for all i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}. Assuming an adversary adv is not in

wlv \ blv, the adversary is not allowed to view any relationships in the victim’s SR

set. If there is a privacy rule prt such that wlt \ blt is not a subset of wlv \ blv and

t ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, then we have Udiff = (wlt\blt)\(wlv\blv) 6= Ø. Assuming adv ∈

Udiff , then the relationship between user ut and victim v is known by adversary adv

although the information in the victim’s SR set should be hidden from adv by prv.

To satisfy Necessary Condition 3, the following mitigation strategy can be ap-
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plied.

Mitigation 5: Let U = {u1, u2, ..., um} denote the set of users in a victim’s SR set.

If the victim shares her SR set with a set of receivers, then each user ui ∈ U should

share the social relationship between the user and the victim in the user’s SR set

with the same set of receivers only. Since most of existing OSNs use coarse-grained

privacy rules to protect social relationships in SR set, all users in the victim’s SR

set should share their whole SR sets with the same set of receivers chosen by the

victim in order to prevent privacy leakage.

Unregulated Relationship Recommendation

To help a user build more connections, most OSNs provide REC functionality to

automatically recommend a list of other users whom this user may know. The rec-

ommendation list is usually calculated based on the relationships in SR set but not

regulated by the privacy rules chosen by the users in the recommendation list. This

causes an inherent exploit named unregulated relationship recommendation, which

corresponds to the information flow shown as solid arrow (1) in Figure 3.2.

Exploit 4: All social relationships recorded in a victim’s SR set could be auto-

matically recommended by REC to all users in the victim’s SR set, irrespective of

whether or not the victim uses any privacy rules to protect her SR set.

An adversary may use Exploit 4 to obtain undisclosed social relationships in a

victim’s SR set, which is shown in the following attack on Facebook.

Attack 4: On Facebook, Bob is a friend of Alice, but not in a user group named

Close Friends. Alice shares her SR set with Close Friends only. Although

Bob is not allowed to view Alice’s social relationships in her SR set, such informa-

tion is automatically recommended by REC to Bob as “users he may know”. If

Bob is connected with Alice only, the recommendation list consists of the social

relationships in Alice’s SR set only.

The recommendation list generated by REC may be affected by other factors
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such as personal particulars and interests, which may bring noise in social rela-

tionships. To minimize such noise, Bob could temporarily delete all his personal

particulars and stay connected with the victim only.

The attack may happen on both Facebook and Google+ as long as an adversary

is a friend of a victim. There is no prior knowledge required for this attack. The

attack on Google+ is similar to the attack on Facebook but with a slight difference.

On Facebook, the adversary cannot be connected with the victim unless the victim

agrees since the relationship is mutual. By contrast, the adversary can set up a

connection with the victim on Google+ without getting approval from the victim

because the connection is unidirectional. This may make it easier for the adversary

to obtain social relationships in the victim’s SR set via REC.

We have reported Exploit 4 to Facebook and got confirmation from them. Ex-

ploit 4 occurs because REC functionality is implemented in a separate system not

regulated by privacy control of Facebook. To prevent privacy leakage due to Exploit

4, the following necessary condition should be satisfied.

Necessary Condition 4: Given a privacy rule pr = (wl, bl) with white list wl and

black list bl for a victim’s SR set in an OSN and a set of all users U included in the

SR set, the following condition holds: U ⊆ wl \ bl.

Proof. A victim sets a privacy rule prv = (wlv, blv) for her SR set with white list

wlv and black list blv. The victim’s SR includes a set of users U = {u1, u2, ..., un}.

Assuming that U is not a subset of wlv \ blv, then we have Udiff = U \ (wlv \ blv) 6=

Ø. If adversary adv ∈ Udiff , then REC functionality recommends almost all users

in U to adv. Note that these users should be hidden from adv by privacy rule prv

because adv is not in wlv \ blv.

To satisfy Necessary Condition 4, the following mitigation strategy can be ap-

plied.

Mitigation 6: Let U = {u1, u2, ..., um} denote the set of users in a victim’s SR set.
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If the victim shares her SR set with a set of users U ′ ⊆ U only, the victim should

remove any users in U \ U ′ from her SR set in order to mitigate privacy leakage

caused by REC.

3.5.3 SA Set

A user’s SA set contains social activities about what the user does. The undisclosed

information in SA set protected by existing privacy control mechanisms can be in-

ferred due to the following inherent exploits and implementation defects, including

inferable social activity, ineffective rule update, and invalid hiding list.

Inferable Social Activity

If two users are connected in OSNs, a user’s name can be mentioned by the other in

a social activity via TAG such that this social activity provides a link to the profile

page of the mentioned user. Such links create correlations among all the users

involved in the same activity. This causes an inherent exploit named inferable social

activity, which corresponds to the information flow shown as solid arrow (2) in

Figure 3.2.

Exploit 5: If a victim’s friend uses TAG to mention the victim in a social activity

published by the victim’s friend, it implies that the victim may also attend the ac-

tivity, which is indicated by the link created by TAG pointing to the victim’s profile

page. Although this activity may involve the victim, the visibility of this activity is

solely determined by the privacy rules specified by the victim’s friend who publishes

the activity, which is out of the control of the victim.

An adversary may use Exploit 5 to obtain undisclosed social activities in a vic-

tim’s SA set, which is shown in the following attack on Facebook.

Attack 5: Figure 3.5 shows a scenario on Facebook, where Bob and Carl are Alice’s

friends, and Bob is Carl’s friend. Alice publishes a social activity in her SA set

regarding a party which Carl and she attended together and she allows Carl only to
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view this social activity. However, Carl publishes the same social activity in his SA

set and mentions Alice via TAG. Due to different concerns in privacy protection,

Carl allows all his friends to view this social activity. By viewing Carl’s social

activity, Bob can infer that Alice attended this party.

connect to

flow to

Figure 3.5: Alice’s social activities flow to Carl’s SA set

This attack works on Facebook, Google+, and Twitter. Any adversary can per-

form this attack if he knows the social activities published by the victim’s friends

pointing to the victim via TAG. To prevent privacy leakage due to Exploit 5, the

following necessary condition should be satisfied.

Necessary Condition 5: Given a privacy rule pru = (wlu, blu) for an activity

where a victim v is tagged by her friend u in an OSN and v’s intended privacy rule

prv = (wlv, blv) for the activity, the following condition holds: wlu\blu ⊆ wlv \blv.

Proof. Given a privacy rule pru = (wlu, blu) for an activity with white list wlu and

black list blu where victim v is mentioned by her friend u, any receivers in wlu \ blu

are allowed to view the activity. We assume that v’s intended privacy rule for the

activity is prv = (wlv, blv) with white list wlv and black list blv. If wlu \ blu is not a

subset of wlv \ blv, then we have Udiff = (wlu \ blu) \ (wlv \ blv) 6= Ø. Assuming

adv ∈ Udiff , then adv can obtain the activity published by u although the victim’s

privacy rule prv prevents adv from viewing the activity.
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To satisfy Necessary Condition 5, the following mitigation strategy can be ap-

plied.

Mitigation 7: If a victim is mentioned in a social activity in another user’s SA via

TAG, the victim should be able to specify additional privacy rules to address her

privacy concerns even when the social activity is not in her profile page.

Ineffective Rule Update

It is common in OSNs that users regret sharing their social activities with wrong

audience. Typical reasons include being in state of high emotion or under influence

of alcohol [73]. It is necessary to allow users to correct their mistakes by revoking

the access rights of those unwanted audience. Once the access right of viewing a

particular social activity is revoked, a receiver should not be able to view the activity

protected by the updated privacy rule. On Facebook, a user can remove a receiver

from the local white list specifying who is allowed to view a social activity or add

the receiver to the local black list for the activity. Google+ and Twitter currently do

not provide local black lists for individual social activities. A user may remove a

receiver from the white list or from a user group if the user group is used to specify

the scope of the white list (e.g. sharing a social activity within a circle on Google+).

However, if a user’s social activity has been pushed to her subscribers’ feed pages,

the update of privacy rules on Google+ and Twitter does not apply to this social

activity in feed pages. This causes an implementation defect named ineffective rule

update.

Exploit 6: Once a victim publishes a social activity, the social activity is immedi-

ately pushed to the feed pages of the victim’s subscribers who are allowed to view

the social activity according to the victim’s privacy rule. Later, even after the victim

changes the privacy rule for this activity to disallow a subscriber to view this activ-

ity, the social activity still appears in this subscriber’s feed pages on Google+ and

Twitter. The current implementation of Google+ and Twitter enforces a privacy rule
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only when a social activity is published and pushed to corresponding subscribers’

feed pages. Updated privacy rules are not applied to the activities which have al-

ready been pushed to feed pages (see Figure 3.6).

Figure 3.6: Privacy control doesn’t enforce the updated privacy rule to a social
activity that has been pushed to a feed page.

An adversary may use Exploit 6 to obtain undisclosed social activities in a

victim’s SA set without the victim’s awareness. Below shows a typical attack on

Google+.

Attack 6: On Google+, Bob is Alice’s friend and subscriber. Alice publishes a

social activity and allows her friends in group Classmate only to view the activity.

Alice assigned Bob to the group Classmate by mistake and realized this mistake

after publishing the activity. Then, Alice removed Bob from the group. However,

Bob can still view this social activity as it has already been pushed to his feed page.

The above attack can happen on Google+ and Twitter. To perform the attack, an

adversary should be the victim’s friend and subscriber. The attack doesn’t work on

Facebook as privacy control in Facebook always actively examines whether privacy

rule for a social activity is updated. If a privacy rule is updated, the privacy control

is immediately applied to the social activity in corresponding feed pages. Conse-

quently, the social activity is removed from the feed pages. To prevent this attack in

certain OSNs such as Google+ and Twitter, the following mitigation strategy can be
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applied.

Mitigation 8: If a victim mistakenly shares a social activity with an unintended

receiver, instead of changing the privacy rules, the victim should delete the social

activity as soon as possible so that the social activity is removed from all feed pages.

Note that Mitigation 8 is not effective unless the deletion of the social activity

takes place before an adversary views the social activity. If the adversary views the

social activity before it is deleted, the adversary could keep a copy of this activity,

which cannot be prevented.

Invalid Hiding List

To support flexible privacy control, many OSNs enable users to use black lists so

as to hide information from specific receivers. On Facebook, a local black list is

called hiding list. Using hiding list, a user may apply fine-grained privacy control

on various types of personal information. However, the hiding lists take no effect

except for the user’s friends. This causes an implementation defect named invalid

hiding list.

Exploit 7: In certain OSN, a victim may include some of her friends in hiding lists

to protect her personal information. However, when a friend breaks his relationship

with the victim, the OSN automatically removes him from the hiding lists as the

friend relationship terminates. Releasing from hiding lists, this former friend is

allowed to view the victim’s protected information if he is not restricted by other

privacy rules.

The implementation defect behind this exploit creates a false impression on the

effectiveness of hiding lists. An adversary may use Exploit 7 to obtain undisclosed

social activities in a victim’s SA set without the victim’s awareness. A typical attack

on Facebook is given below.

Attack 7: On Facebook, Bob and Carl are Alice’s friends. Bob is Carl’s friend,

which means Bob is also a friend of Alice’s friend. Alice publishes a social activity
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which allows her friends and her friends-of-friends to view, except that Bob is added

to the hiding list of this activity. Although Bob cannot view this activity under the

current privacy rule, he can break his connection with Alice. Then, he is automati-

cally removed from the hiding list. After that, Bob is able to view the undisclosed

activity since he is a friend of Alice’s friend.

Note that this attack does not work on Google+ and Twitter because their current

privacy control mechanisms do not support any local black lists. Also note Exploit

7 can be exploited to target at not only SA set, but also PP set and SR set.

We have reported Exploit 7 to Facebook and received a confirmation from

them3. To prevent this attack in affected OSNs such as Facebook, the following

mitigation strategy can be applied.

Mitigation 9: A victim should avoid using hiding lists when protecting personal

information. Instead, a victim may use white lists or global black lists in forming

privacy rules.

3.6 Feasibility Analysis of the Attacks

The personal information in OSNs could be leaked to adversaries who acquire nec-

essary capabilities to perform the attacks, which have been discussed in Section 3.5.

The success of the attacks can be affected by users’ behaviors in OSNs. To evaluate

the feasibility of these attacks, we conducted an online survey and collected users’

usage data on Facebook, Google+, and Twitter. In this section, we first describe the

design of the online survey. We then present the demographic data collected in the

survey. Based on the survey results, we analyze how widely users’ personal infor-

mation in OSNs could be leaked to adversaries through the corresponding attacks.

3Exploit 7 has been fixed by Facebook in 2013.
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3.6.1 Methodology

The participants to our online survey are mainly recruited from undergraduate stu-

dents in our university. We mainly focus on young students in our survey because

they are active users of OSNs. Our study shows that they are particularly vulnerable

to the privacy attacks. Each participant uses at least one OSN among Facebook,

Google+, and Twitter.

The survey questionnaire consists of four sections including 37 questions in to-

tal. In the first section, we gave an initial set of demographic questions and a set of

general questions such as participants’ awareness on privacy and what OSNs (i.e.

Facebook, Google+, and Twitter) they use. All the participants need to answer the

questions in the first section. In the following three sections, questions about par-

ticipants’ knowledge and privacy attitude towards Facebook, Google+, and Twitter

are raised, respectively. Each participant only needs to answer the questions which

are relevant to them in these three sections.

3.6.2 Demographics

There are 97 participants in total, among which 60 participants reported being male,

and 37 reported female. Our participants’ age ranges from 18 to 31, with an average

of 22.7.

All of the 97 participants are Facebook users, among whom 95 participants have

been using Facebook for more than 1 year, and 2 have been using Facebook for less

than 1 month. About a half participants (41/97) are Google+ users, among whom

23 participants have been using Google+ for more than 1 year, 13 have been using

Google+ for about 1 month - 1 year, and 5 have been using Google+ for less than 1

month. Similarly, about a half participants (40/97) are Twitter users, among whom

36 participants have been using Twitter for more than 1 year, 3 have been using

Twitter for about 1 month - 1 year, and 1 has been using Twitter for less than 1

month.
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3.6.3 Attacks to PP Set

To obtain the undisclosed personal information in a victim’s PP set, adversaries

could exploit the inferable personal particulars and cross-site incompatibility to

launch two corresponding attacks as discussed below.

Inferable Personal Particulars

As discussed in Section 3.5.1, due to inferable personal particular (Exploit 1), a vic-

tim and most of his/her friends may share common or similar personal particulars.

Our study results show that 71% of the Facebook users are connected with their

classmates on Facebook; 78% of the Google+ users are connected with their class-

mates on Google+; and 73% of the Twitter users are connected with their classmates

on Twitter.

Via Exploit 1, an adversary could perform Attack 1 and infer a victim’s personal

particular from the personal particulars shared by most of her friends. To perform

Attack 1, two types of knowledge are required: a large portion of users stored in the

victim’s SR set and their personal particulars.

The protection of the victim’s SR set could help prevent the adversary from

obtaining the victim’s relationships. Unfortunately, our study shows that 22% of the

Facebook users, 39% of the Google+ users, and 35% of the Twitter users choose the

“Public” privacy rule or the default privacy rule4 for their social relationships, which

means that these users share their social relationships with the public. Moreover,

the OSNs users may connect to strangers. According to our study, 60% of the

Facebook users, 27% of the Google+ users, and 30% of the Twitter users have set

up connections with strangers, which leave their SR set information vulnerable to

Exploit 4 (unregulated relationship recommendation) as discussed in Section 3.5.2.

The privacy rules for personal particulars of the victim’s friends can be set to

prevent the adversary from obtaining the second type of knowledge required in

4Facebook, Google+, and Twitter set “Public” as default privacy rule for the SR set of each user
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Attack 1. However, the victim’s personal particulars can be exposed to threats if

his/her friends publicly share their personal particulars. In our study, 43% of the

Facebook users, 44% of the Google+ users, and 48% of the Twitter users share their

personal particular publicly because they choose the “Public” privacy rule or the

default privacy rule5.

Cross-site Incompatibility

Users may use multiple OSNs at the same time. According to our survey, 54 out of

97 participants use at least two OSNs as shown in Figure 3.7. And 27 participants

publish their posts in more than one OSN at the same time as shown in Figure 3.8.

If a user publishes personal information in multiple OSNs, he/she may set different

privacy control rules vulnerable to Exploit 2, i.e. cross-site incompatibility.

27 

27 

43 
3 OSNs

2 OSNs

1 OSN

Figure 3.7: Participants’ usage of multiple OSNs

Due to Exploit 2, an adversary can perform Attack 2 if the victim shares her

5Facebook, Google+, and Twitter set “Public” as the default privacy rule for each user’s personal
particulars such as “university” information
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Figure 3.8: Participants’ publishing posts in multiple OSNs

personal information with the adversary in any OSN site. This attack is due to three

reasons.

The first reason is that users employ inconsistent privacy rules in different OSNs.

The results of our study show that 27 out of 97 participants use inconsistent privacy

rules to protect their gender information, 25 participants use inconsistent privacy

rules to protect their university information, and 21 participants use inconsistent

privacy rules to protect their political view information.

The second reason is that users maintain different social relationships in differ-

ent OSNs. According to the study, 59 out of 97 participants reported that their so-

cial relationships on Facebook, Google+, and Twitter are different. Therefore, even

though users protect their information by the same privacy rules on multiple OSNs,

an adversary can still obtain their information if he can exploit this vulnerability.

The third reason is the difference between privacy control mechanisms in dif-

ferent OSNs. The protection of gender information is a typical example which is

discussed in Section 3.5.1.
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3.6.4 Attacks to SR Set

Adversaries could obtain social relationships in a victim’s SR set through two ex-

ploits, which are inferable social relationship and unregulated recommendation.

Inferable Social Relationship

Inferable social relationship (Exploit 3) is caused by the storage format of social re-

lationships in SR set as explained in Section 3.5.2. If two users set up a relationship

with each other, then each of them stores a copy of the relationship in his/her SR set

and choose a privacy rule to protect his/her SR set.

Via Exploit 3, an adversary could perform Attack 3 given two types of knowl-

edge, including a list of users in the victim’s SR set and the social relationships in

these users’ SR set. Therefore, the protection of the social relationships in the vic-

tim’s SR set depends on the privacy rules for the SR sets of the users in the victim’s

SR set. Unfortunately, as mentioned in 3.6.3, 22% of the Facebook users, 39% of

the Google+ users, and 35% of the Twitters share their SR sets publicly. These users

reveal social relationships with their friends publicly regardless of the privacy rules

for their friends’ SR sets.

Unregulated Relationship Recommendation

REC functionality helps users establish more social relationships. According to

our study, 71 out 97 Facebook users, 21 out of 41 Google+ users, and 17 out of

40 Twitter users have used REC functionality in OSNs. Unregulated relationship

recommendation (Exploit 4) could leak all social relationships in a user’s SR set

due to automatic relationship recommendation of REC.

By Exploit 4, an adversary can perform Attack 4 to obtain all social relationships

in a victim’s SR set on Facebook or Google+ if the adversary manages to become a

“friend” of the victim.

As shown in Figure 3.9, 4% of the Facebook users and 7% of the Google+
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Figure 3.9: Privacy rules for participants’ SR sets in OSNs

users choose to share their SR set with a proper subset of their friends6. Exploit 4

explicitly violates these users’ privacy rules.

Although most of the Facebook users and the Google+ users share their SR

sets with friends, friends of friends, or public, their selection of privacy rules may

contradict their privacy attitude.

In Figure 3.9, 53% of the Facebook users share their SR sets with friends of

friends or publicly7. Among the Facebook users who share their SR sets with friends

of friends or public, 88% of them address concerns about their social relationships

being revealed to others whom they don’t know.

Among the Google+ users, 36% of them share their SR sets with friends of

friends or the public. However, 71% of the Google+ users who share their SR sets

with friends of friends or the public are not willing to reveal their social relationships

to strangers.

As shown in our survey, 43% of the Facebook users and 20% of the Google+

users have concerns about revealing their social relationships to strangers but ever

6An empty subset corresponds to the privacy rule “Only me”.
7The “Public” privacy rule and the default privacy rule lead to sharing SR set publicly
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including strangers to their SR sets. This may leak the users’ social relationships to

the strangers irrespective of any privacy rules chosen to protect their SR sets.

3.6.5 Attacks to SA Set

To obtain social activity information in a victim’s SA set, adversaries could perform

3 attacks due to three exploits including inferable social activity, ineffective rule

update, and invalid hiding list.

Inferable Social Activity

In OSNs, if a user is mentioned in his/her friends’ social activity via TAG, the pri-

vacy rule for the activity is determined by the friends and out of this user’s control.

This leads to inferable social activity (Exploit 5).

Via Exploit 5, an adversary may infer a victim’s social activities from the vic-

tim’s friends’ SA set. As shown in Figure 3.10, 99% of the Facebook users, 44% of

the Google+ users, and 78% of the Twitter users have experience of being tagged

in activities. On the other hand, 36% of the Facebook users, 34% of the Google+

users, and 40% of the Twitter users have concerns about being tagged in certain

activities published by their friends without any negotiations. Since their friends

determine the visibility of the activities, these users can inform their friends of their

concerns. Our results show that 82% of the Facebook users, 73% of the Google+

users, and 73% of the Twitter users will inform their friends of their concerns if

they don’t agree on being tagged by their friends. The rest of them keep silent even

though their privacy could be violated.

Ineffective Rule Update

As discussed in Section 3.5.3, if a user changes his/her privacy rules for social

activities, the updated privacy rules do not apply to the activities which have been

pushed to the feed pages of the user’s subscribers. This is named as ineffective rule
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Figure 3.10: Participants being mentioned in OSNs

update (Exploit 6).

Via Exploit 6, an adversary could perform Attack 6 on Google+ and Twitter and

obtain a victim’s activities which are shared with the adversary before privacy rules

update.

Changing privacy rules may occur if users regret publishing their activities. Ac-

cording to our study, 15% of Google+ users and 15% of Twitter users have expe-

rience of regretting publishing their posts. As shown in Figure 3.11, 20% of the

Google+ users choose to change their privacy rules if they regret sharing activities,

while 38% of the Twitter users choose to change their privacy rules by turning on

the protect my tweets option if they regret sharing such activities.

To mitigate Exploit 6, users may delete the activities they regret sharing as soon

as possible. We found that 61% of the Google+ users and 23% of the Twitter users

choose to do so.
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Figure 3.11: Participants’ actions if regretting sharing activities

Invalid Hiding List

On Facebook, if a user protects his/her social activity by using a hiding list including

the user’s friends, these friends will be automatically removed from the hiding list

after they terminate their relationships with the user. This is referred to as the invalid

hiding list (Exploit 7).

Via Exploit 7, an adversary could perform Attack 7 to obtain a victim’s social

activities if the victim uses the “friends of friends” privacy rule with a hiding list

containing the adversary. Our study shows that 54% of the Facebook users have

ever used the “friends of friends” privacy rule with a hiding list that includes their

friends when they publish activities. To evaluate the awareness of the risks caused

by using the invalid hiding list, we summarized participants’ confidence level re-

garding whether their activities are hidden from their friends who are included in

their hiding lists on Facebook. As shown in Figure 3.12, 31% (30 out of 97) of the
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Facebook users feel confident in the effectiveness of the hiding list on Facebook.

If attack 7 happens, these participants may misunderstand the validity of the hiding

lists and still believe that their activities are hidden from their friends included in

the hiding lists.
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Figure 3.12: Users’ confidence in validity of Facebook hiding list

3.7 Implications of Our Findings

On the surface, our exploits are caused by the inconsistencies between privacy con-

trol and functionalities of OSN. In fact, these inconsistencies reflect the conflicts be-

tween people’s intention on privacy protection and social/business values of OSNs.

We discuss the implications of these conflicts in this section.

Most of the functionalities involved in our exploits are essential in OSNs. These

functionalities deal with personal particulars, social relationships, and social activ-

ities. While the social values of these functionalities should be preserved from a

user’s perspective, they are restricted due to privacy controls.
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First, exhibiting personal particulars is an important feature for social recogni-

tion. Most OSNs encourage users to share genuine information about their personal

particulars in order to foster trust and respect in OSNs [22]. This would help users

discover new relationships with those who have similar interests. This is explained

by the homophily theory [52, 13], which states that a human being is more willing to

interact with others who have similar personal particulars such as race, organization,

and education. Meanwhile, the implicit connections among users may be exploited

to infer undisclosed personal particulars. To mitigate this threat, mitigations 1 and

2 require users to connect with other dissimilar users which they may not even like.

Second, maintaining and expanding social relationships is one of the major ben-

efits of OSNs. As socially-oriented beings, humans have a desire to stay connected

so that they have a sense of communion with others [62]. This desire is addressed

in OSNs with the relationship list and the recommendation function. Although the

public display of a user’s relationship list may disclose certain private information,

it also helps build more connections in OSNs. If a user’s profile contains a large

number of connections, it brings satisfactory social recognition for the user [33].

The recommendation function further makes it easier to establish new connections

based on relationship lists and other information. This is especially important for

new users to make friends in OSNs. The current recommendation function operates

according to the small-world theory [75], which states that two connected users are

likely to have common friends who have not yet recorded in their current relation-

ship lists. This function can also be exploited by an adversary to enumerate all social

relationships of a victim. To mitigate the privacy leakage about social relationships,

a user may use mitigations 5 and 6. The consequences of applying these mitigation

strategies are: 1) If a user sets up a strict privacy rule on his relationship list, this

rule should propagate to all users in his relationship list. 2) The effectiveness of the

recommendation function would be significantly influenced by such mitigations.

Third, sharing social activities is an important part of human social life. Human

beings are curious about what happen around them. They would like to under-
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stand the surrounding environment by knowing how other people behave, think,

and feel [58]. OSNs enable users to receive the activities published by other users

to cure such curiosity. On the other hand, users who publish activities feel rewarded

due to attentions of other users, which is usually interpreted as a sign for social

recognition [35]. Since a social activity usually involves multiple users, sharing this

activity may conflict with the privacy concern of these users. In order to mitigate

this threat, the scope of privacy control in OSNs should be extended as mentioned in

mitigation 7, which enforces privacy control to an activity no matter who publishes

it. However, this may frustrate users who intend to share that activity, and might be

difficult to achieve due to the incompatibility among privacy control mechanisms

in different OSNs. As suggested in mitigations 3 and 4, a user may choose a strict

privacy rule so as to achieve his privacy objective. However, this may significantly

restrict the sharing nature of OSNs.

While OSN users are concerned with the social values of OSN functionalities,

OSN service providers are more concerned with business values. As a company,

the first priority of an OSN service provider is to generate revenue. However, most

existing OSN service providers do not charge their users. As Andrew Lewis pointed

out, “If you’re not paying for something, you’re not the customer; you’re the prod-

uct being sold.” This is exactly what OSN service providers do, monetizing user-

generated contents by maintaining an OSN-based ecosystem. As one of the most

successful OSN-based business models, targeted advertising [65], usually demands

large number of connected individuals and high quality of personal information such

as location and photos to differentiate each individuals [22, 10, 18, 77, 19]. Thus,

an OSN service provider has strong incentive to encourage users to generate and to

share personal information, and also to connect to more users so as to attract more

people to join in the OSNs [36].

The business values could be significantly degraded by users’ privacy concerns.

Though users are willing to expose their personal information to intended audience

as analyzed above, these social values may be corrupted if the shared information is
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revealed to the unwanted audience. For example, if an intimate message is disclosed

to a person who is not supposed to know, the sender of the message may even suffer

from negative emotion. Therefore, the privacy concerns limit the spread of user-

generated contents. Almost all mitigations discussed in the paper add additional

restrictions on user generated contents published or shared in OSNs.

These inconsistencies may explain why the effectiveness of privacy control is

limited in existing OSNs. This limitation will not be easily resolved if the social

and business factors behind are not dealt properly.
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Chapter 4

Understanding OSN-Based Facial

Disclosure against Face

Authentication Systems

4.1 Introduction

This chapter analyze the online social network based facial disclosure threats against

face authentication systems. As the platforms for experience sharing and social in-

teraction, numerous personal images are being published in OSNs such as Face-

book, Google+, and Instagram at every moment. According to a recent report by

Facebook, 350 million personal images are published by users on Facebook every

day [72]. It is very likely that these images contain facial images where the users’

faces can be clearly seen. The large base number indicates that these shared per-

sonal images could become an abundant resource for potential attackers to exploit,

which introduces the threat of OSN-based facial disclosure (OSNFD).

OSNFD may have a significant impact on the current face authentication sys-

tems, which is one of promising biometrics-based user authentication mechanisms.

Face authentication have been widely available on all kinds of consumer-level com-

puting devices such as smartphones, tablets, and laptops with built-in camera ca-
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pability. Popular face authentication systems include Face Unlock [27], Face-

lock Pro [23], and Visidon [70] on smartphones/tablets, Veriface [47], Luxand

Blink [51], and FastAccess [71] on laptops. These systems provide attractive al-

ternatives of legacy passwords, as face authentication requires zero memory efforts

from users and usually has higher entropy than legacy password as users tend to

choose easy-to-guess passwords [55]. Previously, the major obstacle for an ad-

versary to compromise face authentication is that physical proximity is required to

capture a victim’s facial images. However, this is no longer necessary since the

appearance of OSNFD. OSNFD provides abundant exploitable resources affecting

the applicability of face authentication as it compromises its confidentiality, which

is one of fundamental requirements for authentication [32, 40]. The facial images

used for face authentication are no longer secrets and can be disclosed in large scale

due to OSNFD.

In this paper, we make the first attempt to provide a quantitative measurement

on the threat of OSNFD against face authentication. We investigate real-world face-

authentication systems designed for both smartphones, tablets, and laptops. These

systems recognize users by analyzing facial images captured by built-in cameras.

Our study collects users’ facial images published in OSNs and uses them to simu-

late the spoofing attacks against these systems. Since all target systems including

Google’s Face Unlock [27, 23, 70, 47, 51, 71] are closed-source and do not provide

any programmable testing interfaces, enormous efforts are made for image collec-

tion and testing. We also build a dataset containing important image attributes that

are common in real-life photos but rarely used in prior controlled study on face

authentication [16, 30].

Our study reveals interesting results indicating that face authentication may not

be suitable to use as an authentication factor. Although the percentage of vulnerable

images that can be used for spoofing attacks is moderate, the percentage of vulner-

able users that are subject to spoofing attacks is high. On average, the percentage of

vulnerable users is 64% for laptop-based systems, and 93% for smartphone/tablet-
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based systems. Our results also show the difference between systems designed for

smartphones/tablets and laptops, as smartphones/tablets have to be accessible in

more varied environments. Further investigation shows the quality of images is a

more important factor affecting the success rate of spoofing attacks compared to

quantity. A user who uploads a few clear facial images is more vulnerable than an-

other user who uploads much more facial images of lower quality due to makeup,

illumination, or other negative effects. All these findings show that OSNFD has

significantly compromised the confidentiality of face authentication.

In order to understand more detailed characteristics of OSNFD, we further de-

velop a risk estimation tool based on our dataset. Logistic regression is used to

extract key attributes affecting the success rate of spoofing attacks. It achieves a

precision of 81%, a recall of 83%, and an F1 score of 82% on average. It can help

users evaluate the risk of uploading an image by calculating a risk score based on

the extracted attributes, which makes them aware of the threat of OSNFD.

The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• We investigate the threat of OSN-based face disclosure (OSNFD) against face

authentication. Our results suggest that face authentication may not be suit-

able to use as an authentication factor, as its confidentiality has been signifi-

cantly compromised by OSNFD.

• We make the first attempt to quantitatively measure the threat of OSNFD

by testing real-world face authentication systems designed for smartphones,

tablets, and laptops. We also build a dataset containing important image at-

tributes that significantly affect the success rate of spoofing attacks. These

attributes are common in real-life photos but rarely used in prior controlled

study on face authentication [16, 30].

• We use logistic regression to extract key attributes that affect the success rate

of spoofing attacks. These attributes are further used to develop a risk estima-

tion tool to help users measure the risk score of uploading images to OSNs.
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4.2 Preliminaries

4.2.1 Face Authentication

Face authentication is a biometrics-based user authentication mechanism, which

verifies a user’s identity by using information extracted from the user’s facial fea-

tures. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, a typical face authentication system uses a camera

to capture the user’s facial image/video as input, and then verifies it with enrolled

biometric information for the claimed identity. The objective of a face authentica-

tion system is to recognize a user as long as the input is collected from the legitimate

user, while rejecting the inputs from all other users.

Camera Face
Detection

Face
Matching

Stored Face 
Template

Face
image/
video

Face
Region

Face template

Decision

Face Authentication

Accept/Reject

Figure 4.1: Work flow of a typical face authentication system

Two key modules are involved in this verification process. The first module is

the face detection module, which identifies the face region and removes irrelevant

information of an image. The processed image is then passed to the next module

named face matching. This module computes a similarity score for the input image

based on an enrolled face template containing key features which can be used to

distinguish a user from other users and imposters. Different algorithms may be

used for these two modules, but all face authentication systems generally have these

two modules and follow this work flow. In the end, a face authentication system

outputs the final decision (i.e. accepting or rejecting a claim) according to whether

or not the similarity score is higher than a matching threshold. This threshold is
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carefully chosen so as to achieve a proper balance between false rejection rate and

false acceptance rate.

4.2.2 OSN-based Facial Disclosure and Threat Model

The OSN-based facial disclosure (OSNFD) addresses the issue when users’ face

biometrics are involuntarily disclosed by sharing personal images in OSNs. These

disclosed face biometrics would raise security risks against face authentication sys-

tems.

It is a well-known limitation of face authentication that it is subject to spoofing

attacks based on captured face biometrics, where an adversary attempts to circum-

vent user authentication by replaying a victim’s facial images/videos collected at an

early time. As shown in Figure 4.1, a face authentication system is not expected to

tell whether an input image is from a live user or from a captured image/video, as

they are all valid inputs from a legitimate user collected at different times. Never-

theless, the impact of these attacks was believed to be limited due to the requirement

that an adversary had to be physically close to a victim in order to collect the re-

quired information. Therefore, it is generally considered sufficiently secure as an

authentication factor for common access protection [8], as we observe that many

face authentication systems [27, 23, 70, 47, 51, 71] such as Google’s Face Unlock

and Lenovo’s Veriface, are widely available on all kinds of consumer-level comput-

ing devices. Considering its zero-memory requirement, it does provide an attractive

alternative for legacy passwords.

However, this belief may be questionable since OSNFD becomes a common

phenomenon. OSNFD supplies an adversary with abundant facial images to exploit

and makes large-scale identity theft possible for those who use face authentication.

Our work investigates the OSNFD threat and quantitatively measures its impacts.

We consider OSNFD-based attacks where an adversary attempts to forge a valid in-

put from image resources disclosed from OSNFD so as to pass face authentication.
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Our study focuses on image-based attacks unless explicitly mentioned.

The OSNFD threat may be mitigated with liveness detection technologies,

which rely on extra information sources or heuristic algorithms to distinguish a

live user from a captured image/video. All the existing sophisticated liveness detec-

tion technologies associate with considerable costs, which will be explained later

in Section 4.5.2. This may explain that only weak liveness detection technologies

are currently deployed on the face authentication systems designed for consumer-

level computing devices [56, 42]. For example, eye blinking detection is a common

heuristic used by many face authentication systems [27, 70, 56] including Google’s

Face Unlock; however, it can be easily bypassed using two facial images as demon-

strated in [59]. Similar tricks can also apply to other weak liveness detection mech-

anisms such as head rotation detection [56, 59]. Even worse is that the existing

liveness detection mechanisms are disabled by default in most popular face authen-

tication systems [27, 23, 70, 47, 51, 71], as they may have negative impacts on

accessibility.

4.3 Data Collection and Empirical Analysis

In order to quantitatively measure the impacts of OSNFD, we conduct a user study

to collect real personal images that have been shared in OSNs. The collected images

are used to test against real-world face-authentication systems chosen from the most

popular face authentication products in terms of user base [69, 28]. This section

describes the detailed process of data collection and the results of our empirical

analysis. We use the following classifications in our discussion.

First, we classify the security settings of a face authentication system into low

and high. Most of face authentication products [27, 23, 70, 47, 51, 71] provide very

limited choices on security settings that generally affect the recognition threshold

used in the face matching module. For example, Google’s Face Unlock [27] does

not provide any option for users to adjust its security strength. Most of our tested
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products [23, 70, 47, 51, 71] only have two options for users, labeled as “high ac-

cessibility” (i.e. low security) and “high security”. Only Lenovo’s Veriface [47]

provides a scrollbar for users to adjust its security strength from the lowest to the

highest. Therefore, we use “low” to indicate that a target system enforces the weak-

est security protection, and use “high” to indicate the strongest security protection

achievable to the system.

Second, we classify face authentication systems into mobile and traditional. A

system is labeled as mobile if it is used for smartphones or tablets, while a traditional

system is used for laptops or desktops. A mobile system is usually more tolerant

to varied environments, as it should be accessible no matter where a user uses the

device. Laptops is considered as traditional as it is not expected to be used from

anywhere at any time like what users expect smartphones and tablets.

Third, we classify users into different groups according to the pattern of their

sharing behaviors. As observed in our study, it is quite common that a user tends to

upload edited images where facial landmarks are significant changed to create better

visual appeal. Therefore, it is also an important factor that needs to be considered.

These classifications represent three major factors that affect the effectiveness

of OSNFD-based attacks, which are security settings, target platforms, and user

behaviors, respectively. We use them as controlled parameters to evaluate the sever-

ity of OSNFD, and more sophisticated statistical analysis will be given in the next

section to identify the key attributes that can be used to mitigate the OSNFD threat.

4.3.1 Data Collection

There are 74 participants involved in our study including 36 males and 38 females

with age range between 19 and 35. Most of these participants are students in our

university. Each participant is paid with 10 dollars as compensation. The study is

conducted in a quiet room. The study consists of three parts. In the first part, we ask

each participant to select and download 20 facial images published within the last
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12 months in popular OSNs such as Facebook, Google+, Instagram, etc. To ensure

that these images are from OSNs, the participants need to randomly choose 5 – 8

images and show us the same images in their OSN profile pages. A facial image

is defined as an image where a participant’s face can be seen. But the participant’s

face may be affected by many negative effects such as blur, occlusion (e.g. covered

by a sunglasses), head rotation (e.g. non-frontal head pose). All these effects will

be examined in our study.

In the second part, we capture the participant’s facial images with 35 controlled

head poses and 5 facial expressions using a Canon EOS 60D (18.0-megapixel DSLR

CMOS camera), as shown in Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3 respectively. The resulting

images are 5184 × 3456 in size with inner pupil distance of the subjects typically

exceeding 400 pixels. 35 controlled head poses are specified by both horizontal and

vertical rotation. Rotation angles are represented as (rotH , rotV ) where rotH cor-

responds to the angle of horizontal rotation while rotV corresponds to the angle of

vertical rotation. The value range of rotH contains 0◦, 10◦ to left/right, 20◦ to left-

/right, 30◦ to left/right while the value range of rotV contains 0◦, 10◦ to up/down,

20◦ to up/down. We choose these boundary values according to the common restric-

tion of existing face authentication systems [1], where a participant should not pass

user authentication if rotH exceeds 30◦ or rotV exceeds 20◦ degrees. On the other

hand, 5 facial expressions include neutral expression, smile without showing teeth,

smile showing teeth, closed eyes, and open mouth. Continuous lighting system is

used to eliminate the shadow on the participants’ faces, as shown in Figure 4.4. To

help the participants concentrate and reduce stress, the above process for each par-

ticipant is completed strictly within 35 minutes and accompanied with music. Each

participant have 1-2 minutes break for every 10 minutes and is offered beverage.

We use a helmet equipped with a gyroscope to control head rotation of the par-

ticipants. The use of gyroscope has advantages over the other approaches, which

includes attaining theoretical accuracy of less than 1 degree, ignoring the head po-

sition, measuring only orientation, not affected by metallic interference [54]. For
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Figure 4.2: Sample images of 35 head poses (Courtesy of Lizi Liao from Singapore
Management University)

Neutral Smile without showing 
teeth

Smile showing teeth

Closed eyes Open mouth

Figure 4.3: Sample images of 5 facial expressions
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Figure 4.4: Continuous lighting systems

each head pose, we firstly ask the participants to face to the DSLR camera and

help them adjust their heads to frontal position in the way similar to [30]. Then

the participants rotate their heads to the required angles with help of the gyroscope.

The gyroscope generates real-time rotation angles and broadcasts them via WiFi,

as shown in Figure 4.5. This rotation information will be received and displayed

on an iPad screen, and shown to the participants. Thirdly, we ask the participants

to hold their head poses and one of our researchers then removes the helmet gently

and quickly in order to avoid movement of the heads during helmet removal. After

that, the images of each head pose are captured immediately.

In the final part, the participant will be asked to fill in a questionnaire for col-
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Wi-Fi

X = ? -> 0°
Y = ? -> 10°
Z = ? -> 20°

A helmet with 
a gyroscope

An iPad for feedback-driven 
turning

Figure 4.5: Rotation angles generated by gyroscope on helmet are displayed on iPad

lecting the participant’s attitudes towards usage of face authentication systems and

sharing behaviors in OSNs.

4.3.2 Empirical Results

Based on the collected images, we inspect the realistic threat of OSNFD against

the latest version of popular real-world face authentication systems. We use the

common experiment procedure similar to prior work [45, 16], which is described as

follows: The frontal image is first used to enroll each participant into a face authenti-

cation system. Then we use a participant’s own OSN images to test whether it can be

used to log in a target face authentication system for his/her own account. The par-

ticipant’s OSN images are displayed on an LCD screen with resolution 1600× 900

pixels. We fix the location of both the LCD screen and the camera of the face au-

thentication systems. The camera is placed to face the LCD screen. We adjust the

scales of the images in order to improve the focus of the camera. The result whether

a target system can be spoofed by an OSN image will be recorded for each system

and each image.

Our analysis uses two basic metrics, namely vulnerable images and vulnerable

users. A vulnerable image, denoted by V ulImage, is defined as a facial image
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Table 4.1: Overall percentage of V ulImage and V ulUser
V ulImage% V ulUser%

FaceUnlock 45% 86%
Facelock Pro 46% 96%
Visidon 68% 97%
Veriface 27% 73%
LuxandBlink 20% 41%
FaceAccess 33% 80%
Average 39% 77%

which is wrongly accepted as a genuine user by a face authentication system dur-

ing user authentication and therefore enables an adversary to circumvent the face

authentication system. A vulnerable user, denoted by V ulUser, is a user enrolled

in a face authentication system who has at least one vulnerable image published in

OSNs.

Table 4.1 shows that the face authentication systems are vulnerable to the OS-

NFD in general. On average, 39% of the OSN images and 77% of the participants

are vulnerable. Among popular face authentication systems, Visidon is more vulner-

able in low security level, for which 68% of the images and 97% of the participants

are vulnerable. Especially for Google’s Face Unlock that comes as a built-in fea-

ture of all Android-based systems whose version is higher than 4.0 [27], 45% of the

OSN images and 86% of the participants are vulnerable.

Although the percentage of vulnerable images is moderate, the quantity of the

vulnerable images is large due to the huge amount of images in OSNs. These large

amount of vulnerable images create resources online for potential attacks. Even

worse, users share their personal images with their friends in OSNs, most of them

tend to publish the images where the users’ faces can be clearly viewed for easier

recognition. Consequently, the percentage of vulnerable users would be high as

observed in our study. The following subsections will further analyze the detailed

characteristics of these vulnerable images and users from three major perspectives,

security settings, target platforms, and user behaviors.
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Impacts of Security Settings

Security settings specify the security strength of a face authentication system against

potential attacks. As previously explained, most of face authentication products [10,

8, 34, 23, 24, 35] provide very limited choices on security level. So we focus our

analysis on lowest and highest security level that can be provided by each system,

which are denoted as low security and high security, respectively. Since there is

only one security level in Face Unlock and the observed security strength of Face

Unlock is comparable to the other systems in low security level, we classify its

security level as low. As expected, Figure 4.6 shows that the face authentication

systems in low security level are facing more severe OSNFD threat than those in

high security level. On average, 40% of the images and 79% of the participants

are vulnerable for the face authentication systems in low security level while 8% of

the images and 30% of the participants are vulnerable for the face authentication

systems in high security level.

The change of security settings generally affects the recognition threshold in

the face matching module. As the security level is raised, the recognition threshold

becomes higher which imposes more restrictions for matching between login facial

image and pre-stored facial image. Therefore the face authentication imposes more

rigid restrictions on the login facial image. The major restrictions observed in our

study are head pose and lighting condition.

For head pose, we use acceptable head pose range to measure the tolerance of

a face authentication system on head pose variations. It describes the head rotation

range of head poses with which at least 50% of the participants successfully log in

the face authentication systems. In these tests, we use participant’s frontal image for

enrollment and use the images collected with controlled head poses as test inputs

(i.e. login images). Figure 4.7 shows the average results computed from all tested

systems, where each closed curve corresponds to the acceptable head pose range.

The results for each individual system that indicate the difference between high
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Figure 4.6: Percentage of V ulImage and V ulUser in different security levels
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security and low security are similar to Figure 4.7, which are not shown.
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Figure 4.7: Tolerance of the rotation range of head pose

For lighting condition, we further classify it into different types of illumination

and low lighting [25, 79, 43]. The face authentication systems in low security level

are observed to have higher tolerance for variation of lighting conditions than the

systems in high security level. In our study, illumination is observed in 27% (394

out of 1440) of the OSN images while low lighting is observed in 18% (266 out of

1440) of the OSN images. On average, 81% of the OSN images with illumination

and 79% of the OSN images with low lighting cannot be used to log in the face

authentication systems in low security level while 96% of the OSN images with

illumination and 94% of the OSN images with low lighting cannot be used to log in

the systems in high security level.

On the other hand, a face authentication system in low security level has higher

tolerance for varied login environments, which is necessary for the system to be

usable in the complex environments. As a tradeoff for higher security strength, the

false rejection rates in high security level may be significantly increased. As shown
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in the follow-up experiment described in Section 4.5.1, the false rejection rate could

be as high as 85%. This will cause a significant concern on the accessibility. From

our questionnaire on user perception, 70% of the participants think it is important to

successfully log in their smartphones, tablets, or laptops at the time they want to use.

If the face authentication system is not always functional, 67% of the participants

give up using the system which causes the serious accessibility problem to their

devices. This may also explain why the popular face authentication systems always

use low security level by default.

Impacts of Target Platforms

The target platform of a face authentication system imposes the platform-specific

requirements on both security and usability. In our tested systems, Face Unlock,

Facelock Pro, and Visidon are targeting for mobile platform, while Veriface, Luxand

Blink, and FastAccess are targeting for traditional platform.

Figure 4.8 shows that the OSNFD threat for mobile platform is generally more

severe than the OSNFD threat for traditional platform. On average, in low security

level, 53% of the images and 93% of the participants are vulnerable for the face

authentication systems on mobile platform while 27% of the images and 64% of the

participants are vulnerable for the systems on traditional platform. In high security

level, 10% of the images and 43% of the participants are vulnerable for the face

authentication systems on mobile platform while 7% of the images and 22% of

the participants are vulnerable for the face authentication systems on traditional

platform.

These results clearly show the difference caused by platform-specific require-

ments. Compared to a traditional system, a mobile system is usually designed to be

more robust and more tolerant to varied environments such as outdoor environment

in order to meet accessibility expectation by users. Meanwhile it leads to the more

severe OSNFD threat for mobile platform based systems. This difference is con-

firmed by the results of our questionnaire, which shows that 91% of the participants
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believe that it is important to log in smartphones or tablets in both indoor and out-

door environment while only 36% of the participants think it is important to log in

laptops in both indoor and outdoor environment.

This difference is also revealed in our tests on head pose and lighting condition.

Figure 4.9 shows the face authentication systems targeting for mobile platform have

higher tolerance for variations of the head poses than the systems targeting for tra-

ditional platform.
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Figure 4.9: Difference in the tolerance of the rotation range of head pose.

Our tests on lighting conditions further show the face authentication systems

targeting for mobile platform are more tolerant to variations of the lighting condi-

tions. In our study, 81% of the OSN images with illumination and 77% of the OSN

images with low lighting cannot be used to log in the face authentication systems

targeting for mobile platform, while these rates increase to 96% for the images with

illumination and 96% for the images with low lighting on traditional platform.
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Impacts of User Behaviors

The difference in user behavior is another major factor influencing the quality of

shared images that decides whether these images can be eventually used for suc-

cessful OSNFD-based attacks. Our study reveals that the participants who publish

more facial images in OSNs are not necessarily more vulnerable than those who

publish less facial images in OSNs. In fact, the OSNFD threat is more severe among

the participants who publish facial images with higher quality in OSNs.

To illustrate the impact of user behaviors, we use the different sharing behav-

iors and the different OSNFD threat between females and males as example. In

our study, female participants are reported to publish facial images in OSNs more

frequently than male participants in general. On average, each of the female par-

ticipants publishes 65 facial images per year while each of the male participants

publishes 34 facial images per year. However, the OSNFD threat for the females is

less severe than that for the males, as shown in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11.

This can be explained by the lower quality of the OSN images published by

the females. We find that the female participants are more likely to publish blurred

images, edited images, or images with their makeup, as shown in Figure 4.12. The

blur, edit, and makeup can degrade the quality of an image and therefore lead to the

difficulty in face recognition [38, 20]. In our study, 12% of the OSN images suffer

from these negative effects. Among these low quality images, 61% are published

by the females while only 39% of the images are published by the males. All of

these blurred, makeup, or edited images fail to pass at least one face authentication

system.

4.4 Statistical Analysis and Risk Estimation

Although the OSNFD threat is significant as shown in the previous section, we

observe the effectiveness of OSNFD-based attacks may be significantly reduced by
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Figure 4.12: Sample images of female and male collected in controlled dataset and
wild dataset

manipulating certain attributes of facial images. In this section, we extract these key

attributes via statistical analysis and use them to develop an estimation tool for end

users to calculate the risk of their shared images.

4.4.1 Key Attributes Affecting OSNFD-Based Attacks

From the theoretical perspective, there are still many challenges for face recognition

algorithms. These challenges also become key attributes that limit the effectiveness

of OSNFD-based attacks. The common attributes addressed in the prior study [1]

include head pose, lighting condition, facial expression, facial occlusion, and image

resolution. Beside these traditional attributes, we also observe blur, facial makeup,

and editing (using Photoshop-like software) as the extra key attributes which often

appear in the real world images shared in OSNs, though they are usually not con-

sidered in the controlled settings of traditional study on face authentication. We

describe the details of these key attributes as follows.

Head pose is a prominent challenge to face recognition. The performance of
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face recognition algorithms in face authentication can be significantly affected if

the head pose in a login image and the head pose in the pre-stored facial image are

different [79]. The affecting variations of a head pose mainly include two out-of-

plane rotations, namely horizontal rotation and vertical rotation [54].

Lighting condition is another prominent challenge in the realm of face recog-

nition. The variation of lighting conditions mainly includes illumination and low

lighting [25, 79, 43]. The illumination is mainly caused when direct light shoots

on the 3D structure of a face and strong shadows can be casted which diminish fa-

cial features [25, 79]. The illumination can be classified into side illumination and

top/bottom illumination [25]. Low lighting is another negative lighting condition,

which usually happens when a facial image is taken in dim environment or with

extreme bright background. The low lighting may diminish facial features since

the luminance in face region is too low for face recognition algorithms to recog-

nize [43].

Facial expression such as smile, surprise, etc, can change face geometry and

therefore affect the performance of face recognition algorithms [1]. The common

facial expressions include neutral expression, smile without showing teeth, smile

showing teeth, closed eyes, open mouth, and other expressions.

Facial occlusion often happens in real world due to additional accessories on

face, such as sunglasses, scarf, hands on face, etc. The occlusion can result in

the failure of face appearance representation or imprecise facial feature searching

and localization, and therefore have negative influence on the performance of face

recognition algorithms. The common facial occlusions include forehead occlusion,

eyebrow occlusion, eye occlusion, cheek occlusion, and mouth occlusion [1].

The resolution of an image can affect accuracy of facial landmark localization

and therefore influence the performance of face recognition algorithms. As the reso-

lution of face images decreases, the performance of the face recognition algorithms

drops [79].

The blur in a facial image causes difficulty in accurate localization of edges of
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facial region and facial landmarks (i.e. eyes, nose, mouth, etc) by face recognition

algorithms and therefore harms the performance of the algorithms.

Facial makeup can substantially change the appearance of a face and facial

landmarks, such as the alternations of perceived facial shape, nose shape, loca-

tion of eyebrows, etc. These alternations by the facial makeup, especially by non-

permanent facial makeup, challenge face recognition significantly [20].

The editing of an image introduces noise pixels and change the appearance of

the face in the image [2, 20]. Face recognition algorithms can be affected by these

noises and appearance changes due to the edited image.

All these attributes significantly degrade the image quality and therefore lead to

the failure of OSNFD-based attacks. They are used as input parameters to build our

risk estimation tool in the next section.

4.4.2 Risk Estimation Model

We use binomial logistic regression [34] to model the impact of the key

attributes introduced in the previous subsection. The notions of these at-

tributes are defined in Table 4.2. Then the key attributes of each im-

age can be represented by an input parameter vector, denoted as V =

(rotH , rotV , illsd, illtb, dm, bg, FExn, FExs, FExst, FExce,

FExm, FExother, Occfh, Occeb, Occeye, Occchk, Occmh, res,

blur,mk, ed).

For the output, we assign an OSN image to either a positive class or a negative

class. The positive class means the image can be used to pass the login of a specific

face authentication system, otherwise the image will be in the negative class.

Binomial logistic regression is a classic probabilistic classification model [34],

which accepts multiple predictor variables as inputs, and predicts the outcome for a

dependent variable which has only two possible types, such as “positive” vs “neg-

ative”. Thus it is a proper tool to calculate the probability of an image assigned to
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Table 4.2: Parameters related to the key attributes
Attribute Parameter Notation

Head pose
Horizontal rotation rotH
Vertical rotation rotV

Lighting condition

Side illumination illsd
Top/bottom illumina-
tion

illtb

Dimness dm
Bright background bg

Facial expression

Neutral FExn
Smile without showing
teeth

FExs

Smile showing teeth FExst
Closed eyes FExce
Open mouth FExm
Other expressions FExother

Facial occlusion

Occluded forehead Occfh
Occluded eyebrow Occeb
Occluded eye Occeye
Occluded Cheek Occchk
Occluded mouth Occmh

Resolution Resolution res
Blur Blur blur
Facial makeup makeup mk
Edit Edit ed

the positive class based on the key attributes extracted from an OSN image. Given a

parameter vector Vi of a facial image i and a face authentication system in a security

level, the regression function is

ln (pi/(1− pi)) = β0 + β1v1 + · · ·+ βmvm (4.1)

where pi is the probability that an image i is assigned to the positive class, v is a

parameter in Vi, and β is a regression coefficient. The risk score of the facial image

i is the value of pi. The facial image i is assigned to the positive class if pi ≥ 0.5.

Otherwise, i is assigned to the negative class. The correctness of these assignments

is verified with the ground truth data collected from the previous empirical analysis.

For each combination of face authentication system and its security level, we

examine the model fitting of binomial logistic regression and the significance of the
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parameters by using the real world OSN images and run binomial logistic regression

on SAS software [61]. The likelihood ratio test and wald statistic [34] for all the

face authentication systems are smaller than 0.0001.

Our statistical analysis shows the most influential attributes are resolution res,

occluded eye Occeye, makeup mk, and illumination illsd. Resolution res has pos-

itive impact on the risk of OSNFD. It is because higher resolution contributes to

more accurate facial landmark localization and results in better performance of face

recognition and increases the risk of OSNFD. The occluded eye Occeye, makeup

mk, and illumination illsd have negative impact and lower the risk of OSNFD. In

particular, the occluded eye leads to decrease in the performance of face recognition

algorithms, as accurate localization of eyes is important for the alignment process

in all major face recognition algorithms [1]. Makeup can significantly change the

appearance of the face and the facial landmarks and therefore lowers the perfor-

mance of face recognition. The illumination is a prominent attribute which causes

difficulty in face recognition since it diminishes facial features.

The parameters related to other attributes, including head pose and facial expres-

sion, are generally not statistically significant. Among the collected OSN images,

the variations of head pose and facial expression are limited since users are usually

cooperative when these images are captured and tend to publish the images from

which they are easily recognized. As observed in our study, the head poses in most

OSN images are within the acceptable head pose ranges of the face authentication

systems, which causes the insignificance due to lack of samples with extreme head

pose. On the other hand, facial expressions observed in most OSN images are only

mild-mannered expressions including neutral expression, smile without showing

teeth, smile showing teeth, closed eyes, open mouth. These common expressions

do not have significant impact as they have been well handled in current face recog-

nition algorithms [1]. Other extreme facial expressions, such as making faces, do

significantly affect the face recognition, but they are observed in only 5% of the

OSN images.
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4.4.3 Model Evaluation

To evaluate the performance of the proposed risk estimation tool, we use cross-

validation method. In each round, for each of the face authentication systems in

a specific security level, we randomly choose 80% of the OSN images to train

the model and use the risk estimation tool to automatically classify the rest of the

images. The above process is repeated by 10 rounds. The performance is mea-

sured by standard classification evaluation metrics, including precision, recall, and

F1 score [60].

Precision is defined as the percentage of the true positive images among the

images assigned to the positive class by the risk estimation tool, which can be cal-

culated by tp/(tp + fp) where tp is the number of true positive images and fp

is the number of false positive images. Recall is defined as the percentage of the

true positive images detected by the risk estimation tool among the positive im-

ages in ground truth, which can be calculated by tp/(tp + fn) where tp is the

number of true positive images and fn is the number of false negative images.

F1 score considers both the precision and the recall, which can be calculated by

F1 = 2× precision× recall/(precision + recall).

Table 4.3 shows the performance evaluation metrics of the risk estimation tool.

On average, the risk estimation tool achieves a precision of 81%, a recall of 83%, and

an F1 score of 82%. The performance evaluation indicates that the risk estimation

tool detects most of the vulnerable images which can lead to successful OSNFD-

based attacks if these images are published in OSNs.

4.5 Discussion

4.5.1 Tradeoff between Security and Accessibility

Clear tradeoffs between security and accessibility can be observed in our tested

systems, which are decided by security settings and target platforms as analyzed
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Table 4.3: Effectiveness of our risk estimation tool
System Security level Precision Recall F1 score

FaceUnlock N/A 73% 77% 75%

Facelock Pro
Low 70% 69% 69%
High 81% 75% 78%

Visidon
Low 79% 90% 84%
High 86% 92% 89%

Veriface
Low 79% 68% 73%
High 90% 98% 94%

LuxandBlink
Low 84% 87% 85%
High 87% 90% 88%

FaceAccess
Low 77% 67% 72%
High 89% 95% 92%

Average N/A 81% 83% 82%

in Section 4.3.2. The increasing security strength inevitably decreases the accessi-

bility. We conduct a follow-up experiment to collect quantitative evidence for the

impact of these tradeoffs.

20 participants from the main user study are invited for this follow-up study.

The participants need to enroll their faces in the 6 face authentication systems

in low/high security level in a meeting room with normal lighting, respectively.

To mimic the different login environment, the experiments are conducted between

2pm-4pm in a sunny day at four fixed indoor/outdoor locations, including 1) a meet-

ing room with normal lighting condition, 2) a meeting room with dim lighting con-

dition, 3) outdoor ground in the sunshine, and 4) shelter of building. This setting

simulates a situation when a user registers in one place, but tries to access the sys-

tem in many other places. The participants are asked to login by using each face

authentication systems. In this experiment, there are no OSN images, but only live

legitimate users who attempt to access a face authentication system. Each partici-

pant has at most three attempts for each login before we record it as a false rejection.

Table 4.4 shows the false rejection rates of the face authentication systems in

low security level are lower than those of the face authentication systems in high

security level in overall. Moreover, the face authentication systems on mobile plat-

form have lower false rejection rates than those on traditional platform. The highest
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Table 4.4: Significant increase in false rejection rates when using high security level
settings. The increments of false rejection rates are more significant for traditional
platform-based systems (the last three systems).

System Security
level

Room+
normal
lighting

Room+
dim light-
ing

Outdoor
ground

Shelter

FaceUnlock N/A 0% 5% 10% 0%

Facelock Pro
Low 0% 10% 10% 0%
High 0% 45% 60% 25%

Visidon
Low 0% 5% 5% 0%
High 5% 55% 65% 50%

Veriface
Low 0% 25% 35% 20%
High 10% 60% 85% 60%

Luxand Blink
Low 0% 30% 50% 45%
High 5% 55% 70% 55%

FastAccess
Low 0% 15% 30% 15%
High 5% 55% 65% 55%

observed false rejection rate is 85% for Veriface in high security level. This acces-

sibility degradation could be a disaster for end users. In our questionnaire, 91%

of the participants believe that it is important to log in smartphones and tablets in

both indoor and outdoor environments, while 36% of the participants think that it

is important to log in laptops in both indoor and outdoor environments. If a face

authentication system is set to high security level in order to mitigate the OSNFD

threat, the system will be less tolerant for complex environments and violate the

users’ need of accessibility.

4.5.2 Costs of Liveness Detection

Liveness detection could be a mitigation for OSNFD-based attacks, which is de-

signed to distinguish between a live face and a facial image in front of the camera.

The most common liveness detection mechanisms deployed on popular face authen-

tication systems are eye-blinking and head rotation detection, as they have the ad-

vantages of no additional hardware support, requiring moderate image quality, and

involving relatively low usability cost. This is important to all consumer-level prod-

ucts that are price-sensitive and accessibility-first. However, the security strength
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of the two mechanisms is weak. They can be easily bypassed with one or two pre-

catched images as shown in [59]. The practicality of these attacks is also verified

by our experiments.

Besides these two simple mechanisms, several sophisticated liveness detection

techniques have been proposed for face authentication. However, all of them are

associated with considerable costs as shown in Table 4.5 [56]. Their costs include

requiring additional hardware, high quality images, ideal environment that are usu-

ally not universally available, and high user collaborations that may cause inconve-

nience. This indicates they may not be suitable for consumer-level face authenti-

cation systems. It still remains a challenge to deploy reliable and practical liveness

detection in face authentication systems that can be used by the public.

Table 4.5: Costs associated with existing liveness detection mechanisms for face
authentication. * sign indicates a requirement involves a significant cost for end
users or device manufacturers.

Liveness detection Image quality Additional hardware Usability cost
Eye blinking Low No Low

Mouth movement Middle No Middle
Degradation High* No Low

Head movement High* No Middle
Facial expressions High* No Middle
Facial thermogram N/A Yes* Low

Multi-modal N/A Yes* Middle/High*
Facial vein map N/A Yes* Middle

Interactive response N/A Yes* High*

4.5.3 Implications of Our Findings

Face authentication does provide an attractive alternative of user authentication for

its non-intrusive and zero-memory procedure. However, the appearance of OS-

NFD brings a significant threat to question the practicality of face authentication

as a usable authentication factor. Nowadays, a huge amount of personal facial im-

ages/videos have been published in OSNs that can be accessible to potential adver-

saries without the previously required physical proximity. Therefore, face biomet-
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rics can now be disclosed in large scale and acquired by adversaries remotely. Face

biometrics are no longer secrets only owned by the users and can be disclosed to

anyone who has access to victim’s personal images shared in OSNs.

Raising the security level of face authentication systems could mitigate the OS-

NFD threat by scarifying the accessibility, which leads to the inconvenience for

legitimate users. Liveness detection is another major countermeasure to mitigate

the spoofing attack against the face authentication systems. Unfortunately, exist-

ing liveness detection techniques available on consumer-level computing devices

can be easily circumvented by one or two images. More reliable liveness detection

like multi-modal mechanisms usually relies on using additional authentication fac-

tor (e.g. another biometrics such as voice and fingerprint). This introduces another

liveness detection problem for the additional authentication factor, which may not

be reliable. For example, voice and fingerprint can also be spoofed. Even worse,

more serious privacy concerns will rise if a system requires to collect many biomet-

rics information from a user [78], which may eventually cause the rejection of the

liveness detection mechanism.

As the emergence of OSNFD, the face biometrics is losing confidentiality which

is one of the fundamental requirements for a usable authentication factor. Moreover,

the existing liveness detection techniques are either too weak to defend against the

OSNFD or too difficult to be deployed on the consumer-level devices. All these

findings suggest that face authentication may not be a proper authentication factor

unless we can resolve the discovered problems.

4.5.4 Limitations

Ecological validity is a challenge to any user study. Like most prior research [29, 66,

3], our study only recruits students in university. These participants are more active

in using consumer-level computing devices and sharing images in OSNs. Thus the

evaluation of the OSNFD may vary with other populations.
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In the user study design, it is still a challenge to collect facial images with pre-

cisely controlled head poses [54]. Like the prior head pose data sets [30, 46, 63],

the accuracy of the head poses in our data set may be affected by the poor abil-

ity of the participant to accurately direct his/her head, the unconscious movement

of human beings and limit of resources. In another experiment of examining the

false rejection rates of the face authentication systems, we choose 4 locations to

mimic different login environments in daily life. Since it is impossible for all the

participants to do the tests at the same time and at the same physical positions, the

background of image inputs captured by the camera may change.

Another challenge in our study is to accurately estimate parameters [44] such

as head pose, illumination, and makeup in our collected OSN dataset. Since the

accuracy of automatic labeling tools is limited [1, 57], we manually label the OSN

images with the help of automatic tools and follow the similar validating method-

ology used in prior study [44, 39, 74]. For each OSN image, we estimate the head

pose with typical head pose estimation algorithms including POSIT and LGBP [54].

And we manually validate the estimation of the head pose by comparison between

the OSN image and the participant’s images with controlled head poses. We man-

ually label the parameters related to lighting conditions according to the shadow

and histogram of face region similar to the approaches in [44, 39]. The parameters

related to facial expressions are label by comparing the OSN image with the im-

ages captured in our user study, which is similar to [44, 39]. We use popular face

detection software Picasa to mark the face region with a rectangle in the image and

calculate the resolution of the face region. The parameters related to the attributes

of blur, makeup, and edit are labeled in the way similar to [44, 39, 74].

It is also possible to further improve our risk estimation tool. To our best knowl-

edge, our work is the first attempt to semi-automatically detect the vulnerable im-

ages that can be used to attack face authentication. Our current risk estimation tool

can serve as a baseline for future improvement by refining the key parameters and

the statistical model. It is also valuable to incorporate automatic high accuracy la-
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beling for those hard-to-label attributes like illumination and facial makeup, once

the ongoing research [54, 25, 20] resolves these challenges.
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Chapter 5

Dissertation Conclusion and Future

Work

5.1 Summary of Contribution

This dissertation makes contributions on analyzing privacy leakage under privacy

control in OSNs and understanding OSN-based facial disclosure threats against real-

world face authentication systems.

Our first work investigated privacy leakage under privacy control in online social

networks. Our analysis showed that privacy leakage could still happen even after

users correctly configure their privacy settings. We examined real-world OSNs in-

cluding Facebook, Google+, and Twitter, and discovered the exploits which lead to

privacy leakage. Based on the findings, a series of attacks were introduced for ad-

versaries with different capabilities to learn undisclosed personal information. We

analyzed necessary conditions and provided suggestions for users to mitigate pri-

vacy leakage in OSNs. We conducted a user study to evaluate the feasibility of the

attacks. In the end, we discussed the implications of resolving privacy leakage in

OSNs. The partial results of this work have been published in Proceedings of the 7th

International Conference on Network and System Security (NSS 2013) [48]. And

this work has been submitted to a security journal at the time when this dissertation
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was submitted.

In the second work, we investigated the threat of OSN-based facial disclosure

(OSNFD) against some real-world face authentication systems. We made the first

attempt to provide a quantitative measurement on the threat of OSNFD against face

authentication. Our results show that the face authentication systems are vulnera-

ble to OSNFD-based attacks. We analyzed the characteristics of these attacks from

three major perspectives including security settings, target platforms and user be-

havior. The key attributes of the OSNFD were further extracted to develop a risk es-

timation tool that can help users understand the risks associated with their personal

images shared in OSNs. Our work made the first step in systematically understand-

ing the OSNFD. Quantitative evidence indicates that face authentication may not

be a proper authentication factor as the confidentiality of face biometrics has been

significantly compromised by OSNFD. This work has been accepted and will be

published in Proceedings of the 9th ACM Symposium on Information, Computer

and Communications Security (ASIACCS 2014) [49].

5.2 Future Direction

As OSNs become landmine for information disclosure, the privacy and security

problems due to the information disclosure in OSNs have attracted strong inter-

est among researchers. Many research works show that the private information

can be disclosed via the publicly shared information in OSNs due to inference

attacks by malicious adversaries and wrong configuration of privacy control by

users [80, 41, 14, 7, 48]. The disclosed information directly leaks users’ privacy.

Among the disclosed information, the disclosed face biometrics information can

further threaten the security of face authentication systems, which has been proved

by our second work [49]. Thus it is urgent to look for solutions to address the

above problems. Although many efforts are made to design more powerful privacy

control models and mechanisms for OSNs, none of them are accepted and used by
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existing OSN users and OSN service providers [24, 11, 37, 76]. The underlying rea-

son is that the inconsistencies between privacy control and OSN functionality make

privacy control in OSNs vulnerable even when the privacy control is properly con-

figured. These inconsistencies reflect the conflicts between users’ privacy intention

and social/business values of OSNs. The social and business factors behind make it

difficult to completely resolve the information disclosure in OSNs.

Although it is difficult to completely avoid the information disclosure in OSNs,

we can still mitigate risks of the privacy leakage and the threat of face biomet-

rics disclosure in OSNs in the following two ways: (1) improving the usability of

privacy control; (2) designing reliable and practical liveness detection for face au-

thentication. The details of the mitigations are discussed below.

The privacy control mechanisms in OSNs enable users to determine who can

view their information. Users may wrongly choose privacy control rules for their

published information by mistake. It is important to improve the usability of the ex-

isting privacy control in OSNs in order to help users be aware of the privacy control

rules chosen by mistake. Wang et al show that wrong privacy control rules are cho-

sen by users due to various reasons including misunderstanding privacy rules pro-

vided by multiple OSNs and publishing information in a state of high emotion [73].

On one hand, the privacy control rules provided by different OSNs may be in-

compatible as analyzed in our first work in Chapter 3. An automatic tool for de-

tecting incompatibility of privacy control rules can be used to remind a user of the

potential disclosure of his/her information when he/she is publishing personal in-

formation in multiple OSNs. The automatic incompatibility detection tool needs to

compare the privacy control rules for the same information published in multiple

OSNs and report the inconsistent privacy control rules.

On the other hand, when users are in a state of high emotion, they are more

likely to wrongly choose privacy control rules which may be different from the

privacy control rules they usually choose for the same or similar information pub-

lished in OSNs. The above problem can be mitigated by using an automatic policy
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recommendation mechanism. The automatic policy recommendation mechanism is

supposed to recommend privacy control rules based on the content of the published

information and the users’ historical privacy control rules for a similar content. The

policy prediction mechanism for text-based content made the first attempt to address

the above problem [64]. However, it remains challenging if the content of published

information is images, videos, or short text.

The OSN-based face biometrics disclosure causes serious threat against face

authentication systems, as revealed in Chapter 4 in this dissertation. Liveness de-

tection could be a mitigation for the threat, which is designed to distinguish be-

tween a live face and a facial image in front of the camera. The most common

liveness detection mechanisms deployed on popular face authentication systems are

eye-blinking and head rotation detection, which can be easily bypassed with one

or two pre-catched images according to our experiments. Although sophisticated

liveness detection techniques have been proposed, all of them are associated with

considerable costs include requiring additional hardware, high quality images, ideal

environment, and considerable user collaborations. Due to these limitations, it still

remains a challenge to deploy reliable and practical liveness detection in face au-

thentication systems for consumer-level computing devices.
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